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ABSTRACT

Investigating the Impact of Demographic Factors on Contactless Fingerprint Interoperability

Aeddon Berti

Improvements in contactless fingerprinting have resulted in contactless fingerprints becoming a faster and more convenient alternative to contact fingerprints. The interoperability between contactless fingerprints and contact fingerprints and how demographic factors can change interoperability has been challenging since COVID-19; the need for hygienic alternatives has only grown because of the sudden focus during the pandemic. Past work has shown issues with the interoperability of contactless prints from kiosk devices and phone fingerprint collection apps. Demographic bias in photography for facial recognition could affect photographed fingerprints. The paper focuses on evaluating match performance between contact and contactless fingerprints and evaluating match score bias based on five skin demographics; melanin, erythema, and the three measurements of the CIELab color space. The interoperability of three fingerprint matchers was tested. The best and worst Area Under the Curve (AUC) and Equal Error Rate (EER) values for the best-performing matcher were an AUC of 0.99398 and 0.97873 and an EER of 0.03016 and 0.07555, respectively, while the best contactless AUC and EER were 0.99337 and 0.03387 indicating that contactless match performance can be as good as contact fingerprints depending on the device. In contrast, the best and worst AUC and EER for the cellphone contactless fingerprints were an AUC of 0.96812 and 0.85772 and an EER of 0.08699 and 0.22130, falling short of the lowest performing contact fingerprints. Demographic analysis was on the top two of the three matchers based on the top one percent of non-match scores. Resulting efforts found matcher-specific bias for melanin showing specific ranges affected by low and high melanin values. While higher levels of erythema and general redness of the skin improved performance. Higher lightness values showed a decreased performance in the top-performing matcher.
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Chapter 1: **Introduction**

1.1 Summary

The human body has many identifiable characteristics—some obvious things like hair color, eye color, and height. In contrast, some are hard to see, like iris texture, fingerprints, and human bioluminescence. All human characteristics are considered biometrics, though different biometrics are valued highly over others based on seven characteristics: universality, uniqueness, permanence, collectability, performance, acceptability, and circumvention. Fingerprints excel at each of these categories, so we use fingerprints daily to secure our identity and data. Though everyone is different, some people are older, and some have lighter skin tones. These differences are demographic features, and their impact on the interoperability of fingerprint identification is not a new issue, though, with the rapid changes and adoption of new fingerprint technologies such as non-contact fingerprinting and using cellphone cameras to record fingerprints. Continued efforts must be made to verify the interoperability for both existing datasets containing legacy modalities that are no longer commonly used, such as ink fingerprints and plain impression digital fingerprints, which are the currently favored modality, and additional efforts need to be made to make sure all demographics perform equally, so all individuals are treated fair when fingerprints are used.

1.2 History

The earliest government dataset in the US was in 1903 when New York state implemented the American Classification System leading to the fingerprinting of all criminals within the state; in 1904 the US Government began collecting fingerprints starting with the Leavenworth Federal Prison [1]. Only recently, in the last twenty years, has digital fingerprinting
become standardized, with the FBI only releasing image quality specifications for scanning and capturing digital fingerprints before 2010. The specifications outline the minimum capture sizes a fingerprint should be and supply a table of minimum modulation a bar target scanner should have for 500 and 1000 pixels per inch (PPI) [2]. Scanners could now be certified for converting physical copies of ink fingerprints to a digital format with minimal loss. The minimum modulation standard has continued to be used even outside the initial purpose. It is now applied to cameras to capture images of existing contact fingerprints and non-contact fingerprints since no new standard has been set in place. The ability to extract fingerprints from digital fingerphotos has become a reality, with smartphone multi-modal biometric capture platforms replacing traditional kiosk-style sensor devices.

1.3 Motivation

Non-contact devices in all forms offer a high-throughput, hygienic means of capturing fingerprints when compared to traditional methods, such as contact devices requiring the subject to come in contact with the sensor leaving behind, at best, oil and residue from their skin that will need to be removed by the operator to prevent any interference with the capture of later prints and at worst any contact can introduce pathogens that both the operator and later subjects could come in contact with. Additionally, with the advent of improved cameras in cellphones, contactless recording extends the benefits to allow highly mobile working environments such as law enforcement to travel with suitable devices for recording fingerprints through the implementation of applications that use the camera to record and segment fingerphotos that can then be stored for later ridge extraction or the ridge extraction can be immediately processed by the application leaving a final output that can be immediately used. These cellphone applications can also retain the ability to control and quality check fingerprints during recording to guarantee
a minimum level of fingerprint quality. The applications also can guide the operator to position
the camera optimally before capture, minimizing the amount of training needed to operate the
device.

However, the differences in the capture process itself introduce interoperability issues.
Specifically, the contact-based capture methods (livescan, ink & paper) used to compile the
majority of legacy fingerprint datasets cause elastic deformation. At the same time, fingerphotos
often have significant photometric distortion, nonuniform focus, and motion blur [3]. Additional
polarity inversions that appear during processing occur since contactless fingerprints do not have
a pressure-based measurement reading, whereas, for most contact sensors, darker prints usually
indicate more pressure. Leading to extracted fingerprints from fingerphotos having inverted
ridges occur in parts of the print. This thesis will present an analysis of the interoperability of
fingerprints from digital contact sensors and non-contact fingerprints recorded using kiosk and
cellphone-based sensors.

1.4 Previous Work

Most of the previous works on improving interoperability between contact and contactless
fingerprints have focused on addressing the challenge by developing new matching and
comparison schemes, such as imparting the elastic deformation in contact prints onto contactless
prints to counteract perspective distortions [4]. In this work, they ultimately applied three
different warping models and achieved a noticeable improvement in matching performance on
their dataset. Another group implementing specialized convolutional neural networks (CNN)
focused on distortion correction to correct rotations in non-contact fingerprints as part of the
postprocessing for a mobile application designed for fingerprint acquisition [5]. Outside of best
practices, studies have been performed to evaluate and improve the matching interoperability of contact to contactless fingerprints using different types of convolutional neural network (CNN) models. An attempt at improving interoperability without adding distortion implemented a network using an attention module with Siamese architecture for detecting minutiae by looking at certain regions of a fingerprint that have little to no distortion while ignoring regions prone to distortion where minutiae from contact fingerprints would not line up with non-contact fingerprints [6]. Improvements were seen on two tested datasets compared to a consumer off-the-shelf (COTS) matcher and another Siamese network. A second application of a CNN Siamese network was reported to attempt matching between contact fingerprints and contactless fingerphotos by incorporating contextual information learned by the network for the minutiae feature correspondence [7]. Achieving improvement based on two datasets when compared to both a deformation correction model and a minutiae matcher based on the equal error rate and rank one accuracy.

The US National Institute for Standards and Technology (NIST) has released a document on the guidance of evaluating contactless fingerprints [3] and an additional document directly on the interoperability of contactless-to-contact fingerprints [8]. Direct evaluation of contactless fingerprint quality can be shown by using contrast measurements, through the usage of signal-to-noise ratio, and sample rate measured by pixels per inch (PPI) of individual fingerprints [3]. The NIST interoperability report extends much of the guidance to include the comparison of contact and contactless images by suggesting fair metrics that can be used to directly compare the different types of prints to gather a quality assessment of the fingerprints by scoring differences in the minutiae [8]. Additionally, NIST has a publicly available quality assessment tool NFIQ 2.0, calibrated against finger comparison performance to help evaluate how suitable the
fingerprint capture would be for recognition [3]. NFIQ 2.0 is an open-source software designed as an improved version of NIST’s previous version NFIQ. Improvements are in the overall computational complexity allowing support for quality assessment on mobile platforms and changes to the quality scoring system from 0-100 instead of 1-5 to align with the international biometric sample quality standard [9]. Ideally, the higher quality scores an image is given should correspond with the operational recognition performance, though it should be noted that this tool was developed for contact-based fingerprints and may not be directly applicable to fingerprints extracted from fingerphotos as shown later in this thesis contactless fingerprint images score lower on average than the same subjects contact fingerprint image even when the score is comparable between contactless and contact fingerprints from the same subject.

Differential performance of biometric approaches between various ages, gender, and ethnic demographics is a current area of concern in the field. Facial recognition and how it relates to fingerprints helps illustrate this bias. For example, as part of maintaining equitable performance across all members of a specific population, the impacts of how demographic under-representation in a dataset can lead to differences in facial recognition accuracy must be understood (see, e.g., [10], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16]). In [12], a facial recognition experiment that considered skin reflectance found that lower reflectance values corresponding with darker skin tones had lower average comparison scores than higher reflectance values corresponding with lighter skin tones. When comparing two systems, one using a stationary image and one using an in-motion image, the reflectance net effect improvement between the in-motion and stationery image showed the most significant improvement in low reflectance subjects, with the lowest scores ending up higher than the highest scores in the worse of the two systems, additionally suggesting the importance of having controlled data of high quality
significantly reducing demographic concerns. A different work attempting to remove female characteristics from fingerprints for de-identification to reduce unauthorized disclosure [17] showed differences in male and female energy concentrations at select frequency bands. Because contactless fingerprints are often captured using photographic methods, the same differential performance challenges impacting facial recognition may also negatively impact contactless fingerprint interoperability with legacy contact-based galleries. A past colleague presented the work in [18] that evaluated the effect of melanin values on comparison scores from fingerprints captured using cellphones. It showed no perceivable impact on match scores. As mentioned earlier, limited data was available when the research was undertaken. The data had fewer subjects and fewer modalities tested, and specific demographics were underrepresented in the dataset population. The study in [16] also tested the relationship between demographic bias and fingerprint quality, showing no correlation. The study used an optical contact fingerprint reader and bases the conclusion of no correlation on image quality of fingerprints being uncorrelated with any specific skin features. The study, however, did not observe differences in match performance. The study limited its scope only to contact fingerprints leaving the need of additional work on other modalities using other acquisition technologies or additional work on a controlled environment to obtain the best quality image. However, a different study [19] tested differential performance using a COTS fingerprint matcher and a neural network matcher using contact fingerprints. The results showed that performance varied on both matchers based on self-reported ethnicity. The COTS matcher had a higher average performance and showed little evidence of bias. However, the neural network had poorer performance and showed some trend between demographics leading the researchers to suggest that external factors can significantly impact a specific group's performance. This suggests that in a controlled environment,
demographic factors are minimized. However, once the quality of data drops or if entries in the
dataset are incorrect, then demographic trends will arise, leading to more significant decreases in
the performance of some groups over others. This decrease in performance is similar to what was
observed in [12] when facial recognition was tested using two different systems of varying
quality. In [20], match performance for different ethnicities and ages was evaluated, showing that
performance varied based on ethnicity. Caucasians had a higher accuracy for fingerprints from
right index fingers than non-Caucasians, while exhibiting lower accuracy for right thumbs. When
considering different age ranges, [20] found that, as age increased, so did accuracy. The study
presented in [21] showed the opposite; a decrease in match performance with age when
attempting to match fingerprints taken from the same individual over at least five years.

1.5 Goals and Impact of the Research

This thesis's significant focus areas serve to expand and continue previous efforts on the
interoperability of demographic features. The contributions of the resulting research effort are the
quantification of the comparison score interoperability of four contactless fingerprint modalities
in a new contactless dataset - two datasets from kiosk-style devices, and two datasets from
mobile phone applications, each recorded twice on different phone models for a total of six
contactless fingerprint datasets. An exploration of the effect of skin pigmentation measured by
skin reflectance on the comparison interoperability of contact and contactless fingerprints, with a
specific focus on different components of skin color, consisting of measurements of melanin
erythema and values of the CIELAB color space. To report the interoperability differences shown
between the modalities with an evaluation of overlap of fingerprint comparison based on self-
reported ethnicity and quantitative measurement of skin reflectance to demonstrate the
importance of expanding feature groups past sex and ethnicity and instead use measured values
taken from existing biometric information or taken at the time of collection. Additionally, combining the analysis of quality scores from NFIQ2 and match scores with different demographics to observe if high match scores trend with high-quality scores and specific demographics and the inverse. If successful, this thesis will impact the recording of demographics showing that using skin reflectance instead of self-reported ethnicities allows for better analysis of specific ranges. Additionally, using different fingerprinting platforms and fingerprint-matching systems will show demographic interoperability concerns that require further development and research to represent all demographic groups fairly. The most important application of this work will be as a benchmark for the current state of interoperability between commonly used contact fingerprinting platforms, newly used contactless platforms, and newly introduced fingerphoto cellphone applications.

1.6 Organization of the Thesis

Chapter one introduces the thesis and the basis for this work, providing an overview of the history of fingerprint databases and why interoperability is essential, along with the previous work in analyzing interoperability and demographics. Additionally, the motivations of the thesis are outlined, along with the goals and potential impact of the research.

Chapter two outlines the technical information explored in this thesis. The technology used in each fingerprint sensor in the dataset is introduced and explained to show the different techniques deployed for devices labeled under the same type of fingerprint. How fingerprint matching is performed and what fingerprint details are observed when matching. Each metric used to analyze the results of the matching experiments is detailed in calculating the metric and
the critical information the metric conveys. Lastly, the skin reflectance measurements and details of the specific color space are explained.

Chapter three describes the data collection that took place to collect the fingerprint data used in this thesis. The details of individual stations and the organization of devices are explained to show the process of a participant coming through the collection with specific details describing the cellphone applications used to record fingerprints.

Chapter four elaborates on the dataset outlining the type of fingerprints each device recorded and the breakdown of demographic information. The demographic information is broken down into self-reported information and the skin reflectance ranges of each ethnicity. Additionally, the number of participants for each ethnicity and gender is available.

Chapter five details the different matchers tested along with any version details for each of the matchers; details of the dataset used for each are outlined, with the same gallery dataset used for all matchers. Lastly, the following section will give an overview of how the results will be compiled and any additional analyses will be made.

Chapter six contains the results of the matching experiment organized by type of figure and matcher used. Descriptions of the information shown follow each set of figures containing critical information. The first, second, and third subsections contain results from only the matchers, subsections four and five contain the quality score results, and subsection six contains the skin reflectance results.

Chapter seven is the concluding discussion summarizing the findings from chapter six and elaborating on important information shown in the results. Subsections one through six summarize the results explaining any findings from each type of fingerprint or important
information seen for melanin and erythema skin reflectance measurements. Subsections seven and eight summarize the concluded results from earlier in the section stating the significance of the findings and introducing any future work that could be done to continue the thesis.
Chapter 2: Technical Information and Theory

2.1 Fingerprint Hardware Collection Methods

2.1.1 Light Emitting Sensor LES

A Light Emitting Sensor (LES) is a multilayer film that gives off luminesce narrow wavelength light when a conductive material comes in contact with the film [22] [23]. The multilayer LES consists of a top protective layer, a phosphor layer, and an Indium Tin Oxide Electrode layer [22]. When a finger contacts the LES, the phosphor particles align with the ridges of the skin, causing a circuit to be formed across the film producing light that traces the finger's ridges at the point of contact on the underside of the LES [22]. A camera below the LES then records the illumination produced, and an example of the light the LES produces can be seen in Figure 1. A significant benefit of LES devices is the ability to record fingerprints when markings are on the skin, such as skin color blemishes and staining, which is shown in Figure 2. LES devices also resist other environmental factors such as direct sunlight, heat, cold, dry skin, and wet skin [22] [23].
Figure 1 underside of the LES film showing the blue glow of the luminescent LES [22]
Structured Light is commonly used for contactless fingerprint acquisition. One or more projectors are used to project a pattern of light into a volume designated for a hand or finger to be placed in, and one or more cameras then records images of the light projected in the volume. When using multiple cameras at different angles to record the pattern projected, the resulting images can be reconstructed into a 3D or hybrid 2-D model of the object. The texture of the fingerprint is then represented as part of the reconstruction. It can be separated from the full model as an extracted fingerprint without numerical measurements of the ridge height. Figure 4(a) below shows the projected pattern on the finger creating the 3D...
representation and the deformation of the projected pattern, which is how the captured images correlate the individual 2D images into the 3D representation shown. Figure 4(b) shows the 2D fingerprint data of the 3D representation.

![Figure 3](image)

*Figure 3 (a) graphically illustrates 3D fingerprint data (b) graphically illustrates 2D fingerprint data [25]*

### 2.1.3 Frustrated Total Internal Reflection (FTIR)

Frustrated Total Internal Reflection is an optical sensor type and is the oldest and most used live-scan acquisition technique [26]. FTIR passes light through a clear prism or platen [26] [27]. The light is reflected off the finger in contact with the prism or platen. The image sensor then receives the reflected light; an example using a prism is shown below in Figure 4. The resulting image is an extraction of the fingerprint, with ridges that scatter the light and appear black in the final image. The valleys are not in contact with the prism leading the light to be reflected and continue to the sensor to appear white in the image. The receiving image sensor is either a Charge Coupled Device (CCD) or Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor (CMOS)
image sensor that both convert photons from the reflected light into electrons that can be interpreted into the resulting image with CMOS and CCD having different benefits over each other based on the application [28].

![Diagram of FTIR-based fingerprint sensor operation](image)

*Figure 4 FTIR-based fingerprint sensor operation [26]*

### 2.1.4 Polarized Reflected Light

Polarized Reflected Light is a method for capturing contactless fingerprints where a light source is used to illuminate and reflect light from a finger; the reflected light is then passed through a liquid crystal panel (LCP) and birefringent element before reaching the image capture device [29]. The resulting capture comprises multiple images of different rotations and polarization orientations which can be reconstructed into a simulated rolled fingerprint [29]. The fingerprint's depth and structural features are calculated using a depth-from-focus algorithm that
estimates the 3D surface from a set of multiple images using differences in the depth of focus [29] [30]. The resulting calculations can create a 2D fingerprint representation from the simulated rolled fingerprint.

2.2 Matching and Recognition

2.2.1 Fingerprint Minutiae

Fingerprints consist of ridges and valleys that can be categorized into patterns such as whirls, loops, and arches, further classified as level 1 feature extraction [31]. Level 2 feature extraction involves looking closer there are discontinuities in the ridges that can be classified and mapped as minutiae points [31] [32]. The individual classification of minutiae points is based on the shape of the ridge, and whether it is ending or splitting common types of minutiae are shown in Figure 5 below. When working with minutiae, two other factors that can hurt the performance of a fingerprint are missing minutiae, which can occur when the same fingerprint is recorded multiple times at different positions and angles or if the print was a single static impression and not a roll [33]. Missing minutiae can be mitigated by combining multiple captures from the same finger to create a composite image through mosaicing [33]. Spurious minutiae are the other factor that can occur, and is when the extraction method picks up or creates artifacts in the fingerprint, creating points that appear to be minutia that does not exist in the original fingerprint [34]. Figure 6 shows both examples of minutiae failing to be detected and spurious minutiae being detected as genuine minutiae; the combined occurrence of both will lower the match performance of a genuine pair.
Figure 5 The most common minutiae types [32]

Figure 6 Spurious minutiae and missing genuine minutiae. (a) Impression 1 (I1); (b) Impression 2 (I2); (c) Mosaiced image. [33]
2.2.2 Fingerprint Matching

Fingerprint matching compares two or more fingerprints through correlation, minutiae, and non-minutiae features [26]. Correlation-based matching compares two superimposed fingerprints by aligning the two prints at corresponding pixels using different displacements and rotations. Meanwhile, minutiae matching attempts to create pairs of minutiae points between the different fingerprints [26]. Feature-based extraction is readily used when one or both fingerprints being compared are low-quality, and the minutiae cannot be readily extracted. Instead, the print's more prominent features and patterns are used to compare the prints [26].

Before matching many fingerprints, matching systems must preprocess the fingerprint images to be compared. The original images are usually in grayscale and are converted into a binarized version through binarization that reduces the range of all pixels below a threshold to 0 for valleys and values above the threshold to 1 for ridges [35]. Additionally, preprocessing could include block filtering to reduce the thickness of the ridge lines to only a single pixel to improve the extraction of the minutiae points [35]. Figure 7 below shows an example of a fingerprint before and after binarization. The most significant changes can be seen along the edge of the print, with some ridges being removed while others are darkened. Figure 8 continues the processing and shows the same fingerprint in Figure 7(b) with the additional application of block filtering.
Minutiae matching is the most common and well-known fingerprint-matching method [26]. Each of the matchers used in this thesis uses minutiae matching as the primary method of quantifying the similarities of fingerprints. A standard method of minutiae matching assigns each minutiae point a location value based on the points' location in the image and an angle [26]. Minutiae points are then compared between the fingerprint images based on the location and rotation differences, and points that fall within a defined tolerance are considered pairs [26]. A similar method defines a search distance around the minutiae points of one fingerprint's minutiae
template. As long as only a single minutiae from the compared minutiae template falls within the area, then the points can be compared as seen in Figure 9, $m_1$ and $m_2''$ failed to match while all other points had a pair, though $m_3$ and $m_6''$ failed due to the significant difference in angle. A similarity score is produced from the comparison, with a simple similarity score being from the number of successful minutiae pairs compared to half the total number of minutiae points [26]. Generalized minutiae matching pipeline that shows the pairing and discrimination of minutiae points is shown in Figure 10.

*Figure 9 Minutiae matching using distance [26]*
2.2.3 Bozorth3

The Bozorth3 matcher is an open-source fingerprint matcher from NIST through their NBIS software package [37]. The Bozorth3 matcher performs minutiae comparisons from already enrolled fingerprints processed using the included MINDTCT software [37]. MINDTCT extracts minutiae point coordinates and exports a corresponding file containing the locations of the detected minutiae as a list of raw values. Bozorth3 is a publicly available version of NIST’s internal matching algorithm called Bozorth98 and is functionally identical [37]. Bozorth3 is rotation and translation invariant and only uses the minutiae points for matching based on preprocessing from MINDTCT, assigning each minutiae point an (x, y) value and an orientation value ‘t’ [37].

Figure 10 Typical minutiae matching algorithm [36]
2.3 Metrics

2.3.1 Performance FMR FNMR

The performance of a dataset can be measured using the similarity scores generated by comparing each fingerprint in one set—such as comparing a probe set to each image in a gallery set. The two types of errors that a matcher can have been False Match Rate (FMR) when an image is matched to an imposter and False Nonmatch Rate (FNMR) when the image fails to match the genuine image [36]. FMR and FNMR are defined by a threshold set before measuring performance, with any similarity score falling above the threshold classifying as a match and scores below are nonmatches; the matches are then categorized into whether they match was correctly identified, and in the case of being incorrectly identified the match adds to the FMR [36]. Similarly, if a nonmatch was incorrectly identified, then the nonmatch adds to the FNMR [26] [36]. Equation 1 shows both equations for calculating FNMR and FMR with (a) FNMR being a simple ratio of the total number of genuines rejected divided by the total genuines, and (b) FMR being the number of imposters accepted divided by the total imposters; a simplified version of the equations are shown in Equation 2.

Equation 1 (a) the integral to calculate the FNRM (b) the integral to calculate the FMR

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FNMR = $\int_{0}^{t} p(s</td>
<td>H_1)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p(s</td>
<td>H_1)$ is the probability of a false nonmatch (a)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Equation 2 Simplified explanation of (a) FNMR equation and (b) FMR equation
\[
\text{FNMR} = \frac{\text{Number of Genuines Rejected}}{\text{Total Genuines}} \quad \text{(a)} \\
\text{FMR} = \frac{\text{Number of Imposters Accepted}}{\text{Total Imposters}} \quad \text{(b)}
\]

2.3.2 ROC AUC

The Receiver Operating Characteristic Curve shows the relationship between the true accept rate (TAR), also referred to as sensitivity, and the FMR, also referred to as inverse specificity, with each point on the curve representing the TAR and FMR at a decision threshold [38]. ROC is further described by the area under the curve (AUC), representing a performance summary [38]. An AUC of 0.5 represents a random guess, while any value greater than 0.5 shows more than a random guess being made, with an AUC of 1.0 showing perfect performance [38] [39]. Similarly, a perfect ROC curve closely traces the left and top of the graph, while a system performing random guesses would be a 45-degree line across the center [38] [40]. An example ROC curve is shown below in Figure 11.
The Detection Error Tradeoff (DET) Curve is a common way to represent the performance of biometric systems by showing the relationship between the false nonmatch rate (FNMR) and false match rate (FMR) [41] [42]. Like the ROC curve, each point on the graph represents the FNMR vs. the FMR at that threshold, with FNMR being the inverse of the true accept rate (TAR) [41]. The equal error rate (EER) helps describe the DET and is the location on the curve where the FNMR and FMR are equal; a lower EER generally shows a higher accuracy [43]. An example DET curve is shown below in Figure 12.

Figure 11 Example ROC curve

2.3.3 DET EER
2.3.4 99th Percentile Non-Mated Score Differential Performance

In *The Effect of Broad and Specific Demographic Homogeneity on the Imposter Distribution and False Match Rates in Face Recognition Algorithm Performance* [13], authors John J. Howard and Arun R. Vemury use Non-Mated match scores above a certain percentile to view the potential impact of demographic homogeneity on face recognition match performance [13]. The idea of the metric was to take the top 99th percentile of non-mated matches and separate them into different categories based on a mix of demographic factors being the same or different between the gallery and probe image [13]. The specific demographics used in the paper
were race, gender, and age; age was grouped by ten years, and if the non-mated match were less than ten years of the age difference, then the age would be counted as the same [13]. The reasoning behind limiting the non-mated scores to only a high percentile was based on the idea that the tails of the genuine and imposter distribution drive biometric error rates, with Figure 13 below showing a general diagram of score distributions for a matching experiment [13].

![General distribution diagram of imposter scores and genuine scores showing additional information describing the classification of the FMR and FNMR for a declared threshold [44]](image)

2.3.5 NIST Fingerprint Image Quality

The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) released a fingerprint quality measurement software in 2004 called NIST Fingerprint Image Quality (NFIQ), with the most recent version being NFIQ2, released in 2014 [9]. NFIQ was designed to link the image quality score, or an image processed through the software to the expected match performance of the image [9]. The original NFIQ software releases a score for each image on a scale from 1-5, while
the new system NFIQ2 uses a 1-100 scoring system [9]. The image quality score generated by
the software is created using random forest classification that was trained using a dataset of
fingerprint images with either a high NFIQ 1.0 score or a low score [9]. Images processed
through the network are given a probability multiplied by one hundred to generate the NFIQ2
quality score.

Additionally, NFIQ2 has a set of quality features to further describe the image by
generating additional scores using local and global features of the fingerprint [9]. The intended
goal of the algorithms is to generate quality scores on the local features of the fingerprint by
dividing the fingerprint into smaller blocks that are each individually processed to determine a
quality score of the global features [9]. NFIQ2 was designed to be used only on contact
fingerprints; the extended application of NFIQ2 on contactless and cellphone fingerprints was
not intended at the time of development though there is currently no newer version of NFIQ that
is designed for contactless and cellphone fingerprint images.

2.3.6 Skin Reflectance

The skin reflectance measurement used in this thesis includes five values, melanin,
erythema, and the CIELAB color space making up the last three values. CIELAB color space
was created in 1976 by the International Commission on Illumination as a universal colorimetric
reference system [45]. The CIELAB is measured in L*a*b* with L* representing the lightness,
a* representing an axis that extends from red to green, and b* representing a third access ranging
from yellow to blue, as shown below in Figure 14 [45]. Melanin describes a group of molecules
that function as a pigment found in skin and hair that acts as protection from ultraviolet radiation
[46]. High levels of melanin are seen as darker skin, while lower levels are seen as pale skin.
Erythema is a visible redness of the skin caused by excess blood in the capillaries [47]. Higher erythema levels can easily be observed in paler skin but are still present in darker skin.

*Figure 14 a representation of L*a*b* color space using a 3D plot [45].*
Chapter 3: Dataset

3.1 Data Collection

For all experiments conducted as part of this thesis, the data was obtained from a previous data collection effort performed in the Biometrics Collection Lab under the Institutional IRB# 2001870127. The dataset was focused on collecting a wide variety of modalities, including contact fingerprints, contactless fingerprints, and finger photo contactless fingerprints taken using cellphone apps. The collection consisted of three locations, all in the same room; the first location was visited when the participant entered the room. The participants would go through consenting, and demographic information would additionally be collected that including age, gender, and ethnicity, along with being assigned a seven-digit random identification number that would be used to label all data collected during their participation in the collection. Additionally, each participant's palm and the back of their hand were scanned using the DSM III from Cortex technology to gather skin reflectance measurements. The second location had two stations, one for the contact fingerprint capture devices and the third for the two contactless fingerprint capture devices. The second location contained four stations. One station was for capturing the hand geometry of each participant's hands on both sides using a DSLR, followed by a station for capturing fingerphoto images of the participant's hands using the Galaxy S20 and S21. The next station was the controlled setting for Veridium's 4 Fingers TouchlessID system, and both phones were placed into a mount to record the fingerprints from the app. The fourth station was the controlled setting for Sciometric's Slapshot system for both cellphones. Both phone applications were then repeated in front of all the stations over the floor for both applications. A diagram of both images of the stations and the room is shown below in Figure 15.
Figure 15 Collection Process and Organization
3.2 Description of the Dataset

The dataset includes 500 unique individuals with fingerprints provided across three major formats, contact fingerprints, contactless fingerprints, and fingerphoto fingerprints. For each modality, at least all eight fingers were recorded; thumbs were not recorded for all modalities. The contact fingerprints were taken on two separate devices, each capturing a rolled fingerprint set and a plain fingerprint set which will be referred to as Slap in the datasets. The first contact fingerprint device was the Crossmatch Guardian from Neurotechnology, an optical livescan device that uses frustrated total internal reflection (FTIR) for fingerprint capturing [48]. The second contact device was the Kojak from Integrated Biometrics which uses a Light Emitting Sensor (LES) thin-film transistor [49]. The contactless fingerprint sets from the dataset were captured using two separate devices, each collecting one set of the participant's fingers. The first device was an older model of Idemia’s MorphoWave [50]. The second sensor was a contactless fingerprint sensor from Gemalto’s Cogent Systems. Lastly, two fingerprint fingerphoto capturing applications were used and deployed on two cellphones. The first cellphone was the Galaxy S20, and the second was the Galaxy S21.

Additionally, cellphone recordings were taken in two scenarios, the first being a controlled well, illuminated environment with a controlled distance from the hand to the cellphone which will be referred to as the Stand setting, and the second was an ‘in the wild’ scenario that used room lighting with no controlled distance or background which will be referred to as the Operational setting or Op setting. The first application was Veridium’s 4 Fingers TouchlessID system. The second application was Sciometric’s Slapshot system. Each cellphone application performed its own ‘black-box’ processing, so the method of ridge
extraction from the original fingerphotos is unknown. A breakdown of the demographic information of the dataset is detailed below in Figure 16, Figure 17, and Figure 18.

Figure 16 distribution of participants by ethnicity
Figure 17 distribution of participants by age
Additionally, measurements of the participant's skin color were taken using the Cortex Technology DSM III sensor for additional demographic metrics other than only self-reported information [51]. The skin reflectance recordings were measured in the CIEL*a*b* color space with an additional Melanin and Erythema reading. In CIEL*a*b* color space L* is the measurement of perceptual light, and a* and b* are measurements for the red and green and blue and yellow axes, respectively [52]. The skin color ranges are also found below, listed in Table 1, and the mean and median values are listed in Table 2 by the self-reported ethnicity of the subject. Additionally, Figure 19 through Figure 23 show the distributions for each skin reflectance measurement as a set of boxplots—each category showing a different ethnicity. In total, there are
fourteen unique datasets. Four captures are from the contact fingerprint sensors, two datasets are plain fingerprints, and two are rolled fingerprints. Two captures are from contactless fingerprint sensors. Eight captures are from fingerphoto capturing cellphone applications, four are controlled settings, and four are operational settings. Of each of the four, two were taken on the Galaxy S20 and two on the S21, and each of the two captures was taken using different fingerphoto apps.

Samples images from each of the devices are shown in Table 3. The dataset used for all experiments consisted of 3207 unique fingerprint images for each device; some fingerprints were removed before conducting experiments leading to a set smaller than the original dataset due to missing fingers from one set and the removal of that finger from each over set if no replacement could be found from suitable errors that were saved. Additionally, since some devices did not collect thumbprints, the experiment dataset consisted of fingerprints from only the four fingers on the left and right hands. Table 4 summarizes the dataset composition, including the number of sessions recorded on each device and whether the data was a rolled or slap fingerprint, the cellphone applications will be referred to by their company names, Sciometrics and Veridium, in the table.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ethnicity</th>
<th>Melanin</th>
<th>Erythema</th>
<th>L*</th>
<th>a*</th>
<th>b*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caucasian</td>
<td>16.52 – 48.52</td>
<td>4.02 - 19.74</td>
<td>17.92 - 59.01</td>
<td>6.55 - 25.33</td>
<td>1.62 - 20.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>379</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Asian</td>
<td>27.57 – 47.41</td>
<td>8.78 - 15.99</td>
<td>25.5 - 44.8</td>
<td>11.59 - 21.45</td>
<td>10.69 - 15.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>27</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic</td>
<td>23.86 – 38.52</td>
<td>7.74 - 18.23</td>
<td>30.24 - 47.64</td>
<td>11.64 - 22.1</td>
<td>9.35 - 16.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>34</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian</td>
<td>30.52 – 49.69</td>
<td>10.66 - 17.17</td>
<td>23.63 - 39.8</td>
<td>14.28 - 18.26</td>
<td>10.61 - 17.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle Eastern</td>
<td>23.64 – 41.44</td>
<td>9.47 - 16.84</td>
<td>32.01 - 46.81</td>
<td>13.77 - 23.62</td>
<td>8.61 - 21.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Native American</td>
<td>29.73</td>
<td>12.08</td>
<td>41.12</td>
<td>17.73</td>
<td>15.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pacific Islander</td>
<td>29.87</td>
<td>8.57</td>
<td>43.41</td>
<td>12.71</td>
<td>11.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>26.15 – 55.55</td>
<td>8.34 - 17.77</td>
<td>20.02 - 45.82</td>
<td>12.28 - 21.42</td>
<td>9.64 - 11.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>31 – 56.43</td>
<td>4.02 - 20.33</td>
<td>17.92 - 59.01</td>
<td>6.55 - 25.33</td>
<td>1.62 - 21.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>500</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 1 skin reflectance ranges by self-reported ethnicity using CIELab color space with Melanin and Erythema*
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ethnicity</th>
<th>Melanin Mean/Median</th>
<th>Erythema Mean/Median</th>
<th>L* Mean/Median</th>
<th>a* Mean/Median</th>
<th>b* Mean/Median</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>African American</td>
<td>37.68/34.14</td>
<td>14.45/13.47</td>
<td>33.81/36.13</td>
<td>17.30/18.18</td>
<td>13.94/14.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caucasian</td>
<td>29.04/28.44</td>
<td>10.32/10.08</td>
<td>43.28/43.91</td>
<td>15.25/15.15</td>
<td>12.18/11.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Asian</td>
<td>32.92/32.54</td>
<td>12.25/12.25</td>
<td>38.48/38.93</td>
<td>16.5/16.68</td>
<td>13.58/13.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic</td>
<td>30.33/30.92</td>
<td>11.76/11.14</td>
<td>40.98/40.5</td>
<td>16.76/16.77</td>
<td>13.25/13.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian</td>
<td>38.48/37.76</td>
<td>13.95/13.35</td>
<td>33.21/33.75</td>
<td>16.31/15.92</td>
<td>13.42/12.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle Eastern</td>
<td>32.62/31.94</td>
<td>12.46/12.57</td>
<td>38.53/39.11</td>
<td>16.82/17.08</td>
<td>14.04/13.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Native American</td>
<td>29.73/29.73</td>
<td>12.08/12.08</td>
<td>41.12/41.12</td>
<td>17.73/17.73</td>
<td>15.04/15.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pacific Islander</td>
<td>29.87/29.87</td>
<td>8.57/8.57</td>
<td>43.41/43.41</td>
<td>12.71/12.71</td>
<td>11.25/11.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>37.54/33.64</td>
<td>13.92/13.94</td>
<td>34.3/36.83</td>
<td>17.01/17.67</td>
<td>13.15/13.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>30.1/29.18</td>
<td>10.88/10.73</td>
<td>42/42.44</td>
<td>15.62/15.59</td>
<td>12.52/12.36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 skin reflectance mean/median by self-reported ethnicity using CIELab color space with Melanin and Erythema
Figure 19 Dataset ethnicity distribution by melanin value

Figure 20 Dataset ethnicity distribution by erythema value
Figure 21 Dataset ethnicity distribution by $L^*$ value

Figure 22 Dataset ethnicity distribution by $a^*$ value
Figure 23 Dataset ethnicity distribution by $b^*$ value
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Kojak Slap</th>
<th>Kojak Roll</th>
<th>Guardian Slap</th>
<th>Guardian Roll</th>
<th>Morpho</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gemalto</td>
<td>S20 Sciometrics</td>
<td>S20 Sciometrics</td>
<td>S20 Veridium</td>
<td>S20 Veridium</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Operational</td>
<td>Controlled</td>
<td>Operational</td>
<td>Controlled</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S21 Sciometrics</td>
<td>S21 Sciometrics</td>
<td>S21 Veridium</td>
<td>S21 Veridium</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Operational</td>
<td>Controlled</td>
<td>Operational</td>
<td>Controlled</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 3* Example fingerprints for each device and setting.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device</th>
<th>Image Type</th>
<th>No. of Samples</th>
<th>No. of Sessions</th>
<th>Total Samples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kojak</td>
<td>Slaps &amp; Rolls</td>
<td>2 slaps</td>
<td>2 thumbs</td>
<td>10000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>10 rolls</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crossmatch Guardian</td>
<td>Slaps &amp; Rolls</td>
<td>2 slaps</td>
<td>2 thumbs</td>
<td>10000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>10 rolls</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morpho wave</td>
<td>Slaps</td>
<td>2 slaps</td>
<td>2 thumbs</td>
<td>10000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cogent Gemalto</td>
<td>Slaps</td>
<td>2 slaps</td>
<td>2 thumbs</td>
<td>5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S20 Controlled Sciometrics</td>
<td>Slaps</td>
<td>2 slaps</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S20 Controlled Veridium</td>
<td>Slaps</td>
<td>2 slaps</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S20 Operational Sciometrics</td>
<td>Slaps</td>
<td>2 slaps</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S20 Operational Veridium</td>
<td>Slaps</td>
<td>2 slaps</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S21 Controlled Sciometrics</td>
<td>Slaps</td>
<td>2 slaps</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S21 Controlled Veridium</td>
<td>Slaps</td>
<td>2 slaps</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S21 Operational Sciometrics</td>
<td>Slaps</td>
<td>2 slaps</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S21 Operational Veridium</td>
<td>Slaps</td>
<td>2 slaps</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 4 Dataset Composition*
Chapter 4: Experiments

4.1 Matching Experiment Organization

For the matching experiments, the baseline used is always the matching experiment between the Kojak Slap set as the gallery and the Guardian Slap set as the probe. In total there were three different consumer-off-the-shelf (COTS) matchers were used. The first is Innovatrics fingerprint matcher version 7.6.0.627. The second is VeriFinger 7.0. Both matchers are black-box systems, and the exact matching process is not readily known. The last matcher is the open-source, freely available Bozorth3 matcher from NIST's NBIS v5 software package [53]. Bozorth3 was added to the matcher list because it is widely available and free to use as part of NIST's NBIS package release. Including results from Bozorth3 will represent expected findings for those without access to a licensed matching system. Matchers were used as is, and no additional modifications were made to the data past the bare minimum required to enroll the fingerprints and have them recognized by the matchers. The dataset used for the VeriFinger matcher was a reduced size from the other matchers and consisted of 3069 instead of 3207. The lower number was due to rejections during enrollment, possibly caused by a partial print or an oddly small print that needed to meet minimum size requirements. The experiments were performed as one to all matches. Each fingerprint in the probe set was matched to every fingerprint in the gallery set, producing a matrix of size 3207 by 3207 for the Innovatrics and Bozorth3 matcher and 3069 by 3069 for the VeriFinger matcher for each of the experiments. Each matcher was run thirteen times, using one set as the gallery set and the other as probe sets. The gallery was always the plain set from the Kojak for all three matchers.
The results of the matchers are compiled into both a compilation of receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves with area under the curve (AUC) values and detection error tradeoff (DET) curves with equal error (EER) rates and corresponding false nonmatch rate (FNMR) at a specific false match rate (FMR) ratio. Additional analysis of skin reflectance is reported based on each of the values recorded from the Cortex Technology DMS III. The Innovatrics, VeriFinger, and Bozorth3 results will have comparisons for the melanin and erythema distributions. The comparisons for the Innovatrics, and VeriFinger experiments will be included for the lightness, red-green, and blue-yellow measurements while further Bozorth3 comparisons will be left out due to low performance.
4.2 Results

4.2.1 Matcher AUC and EER values

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Innovatrics</th>
<th>VeriFinger</th>
<th>Bozorth3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kojak Roll</td>
<td>0.97873</td>
<td>0.95833</td>
<td>0.84301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crossmatch Guardian Slap (baseline)</td>
<td>0.99398</td>
<td>0.98525</td>
<td>0.88952</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crossmatch Guardian Roll</td>
<td>0.99373</td>
<td>0.97987</td>
<td>0.87342</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morpho wave</td>
<td>0.99337</td>
<td>0.97872</td>
<td>0.91062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cogent Gemalto</td>
<td>0.97004</td>
<td>0.94193</td>
<td>0.83604</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S20 Stand Sciometrics</td>
<td>0.95612</td>
<td>0.93223</td>
<td>0.61369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S20 Stand Veridium</td>
<td>0.85772</td>
<td>0.79284</td>
<td>0.61506</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S20 Op Sciometrics</td>
<td>0.96389</td>
<td>0.94041</td>
<td>0.64871</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S20 Op Veridium</td>
<td>0.91314</td>
<td>0.85406</td>
<td>0.67909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S21 Stand Sciometrics</td>
<td>0.96521</td>
<td>0.93442</td>
<td>0.62395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S21 Stand Veridium</td>
<td>0.86963</td>
<td>0.80447</td>
<td>0.63403</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S21 Op Sciometrics</td>
<td>0.96812</td>
<td>0.94231</td>
<td>0.66089</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S21 Op Veridium</td>
<td>0.95066</td>
<td>0.89834</td>
<td>0.73301</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 5 Area Under the Curve values for all datasets and matchers.*

Based on the data shown in Table 5, the matchers can be divided by effectiveness. Innovatrics performed the best (highest AUC values) across the board, with VeriFinger coming in second with a significant marginal drop in performance across all matching experiments, with an average drop in AUC of about 0.04. Bozorth3 had the lowest performance by a wide margin, with the contact and contactless matching experiments seeing a drop in AUC of more than 0.1. The cellphone apps had an even more significant drop exceeding 0.3 for more than half the
cellphone matching experiments. Looking between the different sets, the contact fingerprint experiments and contactless fingerprint experiments performed about equally for each matcher, with the Cogent Gemalto performing the lowest for all three matchers. Sciometrics consistently had a higher AUC for each experiment with a Veridium counterpart, except for the Bozorth3 experiments that experienced the reverse. The stand scenario in which the phones were placed in a controlled setting had similar results to the Op (Operational) setting for Sciometrics, though Veridium performed better in the Op setting compared to the Stand setting.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>EER</th>
<th>FNMR@FMR = 1:10</th>
<th>FNMR@FMR = 1:100</th>
<th>FNMR@FMR = 1:1000</th>
<th>FNMR@FMR = 1:1000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kojak Roll</td>
<td>0.07555</td>
<td>0.12878</td>
<td>0.18896</td>
<td>0.27159</td>
<td>0.34768</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crossmatch Guardian Slap (baseline)</td>
<td>0.03016</td>
<td>0.04054</td>
<td>0.04989</td>
<td>0.06361</td>
<td>0.07671</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crossmatch Guardian Roll</td>
<td>0.03358</td>
<td>0.05176</td>
<td>0.06236</td>
<td>0.08045</td>
<td>0.10290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morpho wave</td>
<td>0.03386</td>
<td>0.05426</td>
<td>0.07795</td>
<td>0.10196</td>
<td>0.14125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cogent Gemalto</td>
<td>0.07873</td>
<td>0.13315</td>
<td>0.18959</td>
<td>0.24104</td>
<td>0.29498</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S20 Stand Sciometrics</td>
<td>0.10719</td>
<td>0.20331</td>
<td>0.28594</td>
<td>0.36576</td>
<td>0.45401</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S20 Stand Veridium</td>
<td>0.22130</td>
<td>0.46866</td>
<td>0.62738</td>
<td>0.73714</td>
<td>0.82569</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S20 Op Sciometrics</td>
<td>0.09521</td>
<td>0.16807</td>
<td>0.24509</td>
<td>0.30683</td>
<td>0.37636</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S20 Op Veridium</td>
<td>0.16990</td>
<td>0.33739</td>
<td>0.45494</td>
<td>0.53258</td>
<td>0.59900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S21 Stand Sciometrics</td>
<td>0.08876</td>
<td>0.16745</td>
<td>0.23137</td>
<td>0.29903</td>
<td>0.37917</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S21 Stand Veridium</td>
<td>0.21473</td>
<td>0.41846</td>
<td>0.59713</td>
<td>0.69567</td>
<td>0.76582</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S21 Op Sciometrics</td>
<td>0.08699</td>
<td>0.15341</td>
<td>0.21360</td>
<td>0.26879</td>
<td>0.32367</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S21 Op Veridium</td>
<td>0.12350</td>
<td>0.23885</td>
<td>0.32180</td>
<td>0.39414</td>
<td>0.47646</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 6 Innovatrics EER for each dataset and FNMR@FMR ratios.*
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>EER</th>
<th>FNMR@FMR = 1:10</th>
<th>FNMR@FMR = 1:100</th>
<th>FNMR@FMR = 1:1000</th>
<th>FNMR@FMR = 1:1000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kojak Roll</td>
<td>0.06927</td>
<td>0.15249</td>
<td>0.15249</td>
<td>0.18508</td>
<td>0.21212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crossmatch Guardian Slap (baseline)</td>
<td>0.03405</td>
<td>0.05148</td>
<td>0.05148</td>
<td>0.07071</td>
<td>0.07071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crossmatch Guardian Roll</td>
<td>0.04431</td>
<td>0.06549</td>
<td>0.07136</td>
<td>0.08504</td>
<td>0.10101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morpho wave</td>
<td>0.04379</td>
<td>0.06940</td>
<td>0.09254</td>
<td>0.11307</td>
<td>0.13685</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cogent Gemalto</td>
<td>0.10213</td>
<td>0.14109</td>
<td>0.17660</td>
<td>0.20984</td>
<td>0.24633</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S20 Stand Sciometrics</td>
<td>0.11683</td>
<td>0.20137</td>
<td>0.26882</td>
<td>0.32095</td>
<td>0.38775</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S20 Stand Veridium</td>
<td>0.27988</td>
<td>0.47638</td>
<td>0.58227</td>
<td>0.68068</td>
<td>0.75204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S20 Op Sciometrics</td>
<td>0.10865</td>
<td>0.17563</td>
<td>0.23623</td>
<td>0.28967</td>
<td>0.34604</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S20 Op Veridium</td>
<td>0.21050</td>
<td>0.34148</td>
<td>0.44803</td>
<td>0.50081</td>
<td>0.56533</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S21 Stand Sciometrics</td>
<td>0.10739</td>
<td>0.16976</td>
<td>0.22581</td>
<td>0.27403</td>
<td>0.34213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S21 Stand Veridium</td>
<td>0.27045</td>
<td>0.42457</td>
<td>0.55751</td>
<td>0.63245</td>
<td>0.70186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S21 Op Sciometrics</td>
<td>0.10596</td>
<td>0.15412</td>
<td>0.21180</td>
<td>0.25057</td>
<td>0.30531</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S21 Op Veridium</td>
<td>0.14893</td>
<td>0.26197</td>
<td>0.32193</td>
<td>0.39557</td>
<td>0.43728</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7 VeriFinger EER for each dataset and FNMR@FMR ratios.
Table 8 Bozorth3 EER for each dataset and FNMR@FMR ratios.

Table 6, Table 7, and Table 8 show the Innovatrics, VeriFinger, and Bozorth3 results for both the EERs for each experiment and FNMR values for the corresponding FMR, respectively. With similar patterns as the AUC table, Innovatrics and VeriFinger performed about the same for EER results for each experiment, with Innovatrics having slightly lower EER values and higher FNMR ratio values for all experiments except for Kojak Roll. Bozorth3 again performed lower than the other two matchers, with the Sciometrics experiments having the highest EER values.
4.2.2 Matcher ROC and DET Curves

4.2.2.1 Innovatrics

![ROC Curve](image)

*Figure 24* Innovatrics ROC curve Gemalto and Morpho vs Kojak.
Figure 25 Innovatrics DET curve Gemalto and Morpho vs Kojak.
Figure 26 Innovatrics ROC curve S20 Operational Sciometrics and Veridium vs Kojak.
Figure 27 Innovatrics DET curve S20 Operational Sciometrics and Veridium vs Kojak.
Figure 28 Innovatrics ROC curve S20 Controlled Sciometrics and Veridium vs Kojak.
Figure 29 Innovatrics DET curve S20 Controlled Sciometrics and Veridium vs Kojak.
Figure 30 Innovatrics ROC curve S21 Operational Sciometrics and Veridium vs Kojak.
Figure 31 Innovatrics DET curve S21 Operational Sciometrics and Veridium vs Kojak.
Figure 32 Innovatrics ROC curve S21 Controlled Sciometrics and Veridium vs Kojak.
Figure 33 Innovatrics DET curve S21 Controlled Sciometrics and Veridium vs Kojak.

Figure 24 through Figure 33 show both the ROC and DET curves, respectively, for the Innovatrics matcher with the baseline experiment Guardian Slap vs. Kojak Slap always shown in green for each figure. The baseline and contactless ROC and DET in Figure 24, and Figure 25 show the MorphoWave experiment and baseline performed about the same, which is reflected by the AUC values recorded for each in Table 5, with the Gemalto ROC curve trending lower. The DET curves for the baseline and Morpho experiment in Figure 25 show the Morpho having a better initial error tradeoff. However, the baseline had a more significant total tradeoff in the first drop of the curve. In the Cellphone experiment ROC curves (Figure 26, Figure 28, Figure 30, Figure 32), the baseline consistently performed better, with the Veridium sets having the lowest
curve, and similar results are shown in the DET curves (Figure 27, Figure 29, Figure 31, and Figure 33) with Veridium having the lowest change in detection error.

4.2.2.2 VeriFinger

![ROC Gemalto and Morpho VS Kojak](image)

*Figure 34 VeriFinger ROC curve Gemalto and Morpho vs Kojak.*
Figure 35 Figure 26 VeriFinger DET curve Gemalto and Morpho vs Kojak.
Figure 36 VeriFinger ROC curve S20 Operational Sciometrics and Veridium vs Kojak.
Figure 37 VeriFinger DET curve S20 Operational Sciometrics and Veridium vs Kojak.
Figure 38 VeriFinger ROC curve S20 Controlled Sciometrics and Veridium vs Kojak.
Figure 39 VeriFinger DET curve S20 Controlled Sciometrics and Veridium vs Kojak.
Figure 40 VeriFinger ROC curve S21 Operational Sciometrics and Veridium vs Kojak.
Figure 41 VeriFinger DET curve S21 Operational Sciometrics and Veridium vs Kojak.
Figure 42 VeriFinger ROC curve S21 Controlled Sciometrics and Veridium vs Kojak.
Figure 43 VeriFinger DET curve S21 Controlled Sciometrics and Veridium vs Kojak.

Figure 34 through Figure 43 show the ROC and DET curves for the VeriFinger matching experiments with similar results as the Innovatrics ROC and DET curves. Figure 34 shows the baseline experiment performing better than the MorphoWave compared to the similar curve in Figure 24, showing the Innovatrics results for the contactless experiments. The DET curves for the contactless experiments in Figure 35 show a sharper drop for the Morpho DET curve that outperforms the baseline before being overtaken again, similar to the Innovatrics Morpho DET curve. The VeriFinger cellphone experiments show results consistent with the reported AUC values in Table 5, and the Innovatrics experiments show the baseline always performing better.
Veridium has a lower ROC curve and less error tradeoff in the DET curve, with Sciometrics falling between the baseline and Veridium.

4.2.2.3 Bozorth3

Figure 44 Bozorth3 ROC curve Gemalto and Morpho vs Kojak.
Figure 45 Bozorth3 DET curve Gemalto and Morpho vs Kojak.
Figure 46 Bozorth3 ROC curve S20 Operational Sciometrics and Veridium vs Kojak.
Figure 47 Bozorth3 DET curve S20 Operational Sciometrics and Veridium vs Kojak.
Figure 48 Bozorth3 ROC curve S20 Controlled Sciometrics and Veridium vs Kojak.
Figure 49 Bozorth3 DET curve S20 Controlled Sciometrics and Veridium vs Kojak.
Figure 50 Bozorth3 ROC curve S21 Operational Sciometrics and Veridium vs Kojak.
Figure 51 Bozorth3 DET curve S21 Operational Sciometrics and Veridium vs Kojak.
Figure 52 Bozorth3 ROC curve S21 Controlled Sciometrics and Veridium vs Kojak.
Figure 53 Bozorth3 DET curve S21 Controlled Sciometrics and Veridium vs Kojak.

Figure 44 through Figure 53 shows the ROC and DET curves for the Bozorth3 matching experiments. In Figure 44, the contactless experiments show the Morpho experiment performing better than the baseline throughout the curve, with Gemalto performing lower for the contactless experiments. The DET curves for the contactless experiments in Figure 45 show that the baseline had an initial drop in detection error over the Morpho experiment. However, the two performed comparably through the whole curve. The cellphone ROC curves show a curve approaching a straight diagonal for all experiments, with the S21 Operational Veridium in Figure 50 performing the best of all the Bozorth3 cellphone experiments.
4.2.3 Genuine Match Score Comparison

4.2.3.1 Innovatrics

Figure 54 Innovatrics match score comparison for contact sets compared to baseline.
Figure 55 Innovatrics match score comparison for contactless sets compared to baseline.
Figure 56 Innovatrics match score comparison for S20 sets from both cellphone applications in both settings compared to baseline.
Figure 57 Innovatrics match score comparison for S21 sets from both cellphone applications in both settings compared to baseline.

The box plots in Figure 54 through Figure 57 show the distribution of the genuine match scores for each experiment for the Innovatrics matcher. Figure 54 shows that all contact fingerprint experiments have a higher median distribution, with the baseline performing the best with no outlier in any of the distributions. Figure 55 shows that the contactless genuine match distributions have a lower median, with the Gemalto experiment having a lower median and interquartile range. The cellphone distributions in Figure 56, and Figure 57 have very low medians and interquartile ranges compared to the baseline. All cellphone experiment
distributions have many outliers showing that most genuine matchers score around or below 100 for Innovatrics. At the same time, the possible range extends to 1000.

4.2.3.2 VeriFinger

Figure 58 VeriFinger match score comparison for contact sets compared to baseline.
Figure 59 VeriFinger match score comparison for contactless sets compared to baseline.
Figure 60 VeriFinger match score comparison for S20 sets from both cellphone applications in both settings compared to baseline.
Figure 61 VeriFinger match score comparison for S21 sets from both cellphone applications in both settings compared to baseline.

The distributions for the VeriFinger genuine match experiments in Figure 58 through Figure 61 show many outliers for all experiments, including the baseline. The score range for VeriFinger is larger than Innovatrics at values greater than 20,000 being the upper limit; very few come close to a score of 600, with only the baseline consisting of Guardian Slap and Kojak Slap having a significant number exceeding a score of 600. The similar shape and size of the plain prints making up both the gallery and probe of the baseline are most likely performing exceptionally well for the VeriFinger matcher compared to all other sets. All other distributions
have very low medians with many outliers even within the baseline’s interquartile and whisker range, with the contactless and cellphone experiments having particularly low scores. Even with low scores, VeriFinger did perform comparably to Innovatrics when looking at the AUC and DET values.

4.2.3.3 Bozorth3

*Figure 62 Bozorth3 match score comparison for contact sets compared to baseline.*
Figure 63 Bozorth3 match score comparison for contactless sets compared to baseline.
Figure 64 Bozorth3 match score comparison for S20 sets from both cellphone applications in both settings compared to baseline.
The Bozorth3 distributions for genuine match scores in Figure 62 through Figure 65 show a similar but far less extreme version of the VeriFinger distributions for the cellphone genuine matches, though the contactless and contact genuine matches are all comparable to the baseline. The contact and contactless genuine matches in Figure 62 and Figure 63, respectively, all have median distribution values around a score of 25, with the MorphoWave and Guardian Roll matches having the highest. However, all distributions, including the baseline, have significant outliers for Bozorth3’s score range of at most 250. The cellphone distributions in Figure 64 and
Figure 65 all have a very low distribution, with the entire interquartile and whisker range of each cellphone distribution falling below the baseline’s median. Looking at the AUC values in Table 5 for the S20 and S21 Bozorth3 experiments, a low median, interquartile range, and whiskers were expected since Bozorth3 performed poorly, with only the S21 Operational Veridium experiment having an AUC above 0.7.

4.2.4 NFIQ2 Quality Score Distributions

![Figure 66 NFIQ2 score distribution for Kojak Slap fingerprints.](image)
Figure 67 NFIQ2 score distribution for Kojak Roll fingerprints.

Figure 68 NFIQ2 score distribution for Guardian Slap fingerprints.
Figure 69 NFIQ2 score distribution for Guardian Roll fingerprints.

Figure 70 NFIQ2 score distribution for MorphoWave fingerprints.
Figure 71 NFIQ2 score distribution for Gemalto fingerprints.

Figure 72 NFIQ2 score distribution for S20 Sciometrics Stand fingerprints.
Figure 73 NFIQ2 score distribution for S20 Veridium Stand fingerprints.

Figure 74 NFIQ2 score distribution for S20 Sciometrics Op fingerprints.
Figure 75 NFIQ2 score distribution for S20 Veridium Op fingerprints.

Figure 76 NFIQ2 score distribution for S21 Sciometrics Stand fingerprints.
Figure 77 NFIQ2 score distribution for S21 Veridium Stand fingerprints.

Figure 78 NFIQ2 score distribution for S21 Sciometrics Op fingerprints.
The NFIQ2 frequency distribution in Figure 66 through Figure 79 shows the concentration of quality scores for each fingerprint set since the purpose of generating the quality score of a fingerprint is to gauge an estimated match accuracy before using the fingerprint in a matching experiment. The baseline frequency distribution is shown in Figure 66, and a lower opacity baseline distribution appears in each figure to show comparison. Both guardian sets in Figure 68 and Figure 69 have similar distributions with a lower frequency of low-quality scores compared to the baseline. The Kojak Roll set in Figure 67 has a higher frequency of low-quality scores. The MorphoWave Frequency distribution in Figure 70 is the only distribution with a much higher frequency of low-quality scores. The Gemalto and all the cellphone distributions have a low frequency for low-quality scores and a higher frequency for high-quality scores as the baseline.
4.2.5 NFIQ2 Quality Score VS Genuine Match Score

4.2.5.1 Innovatrics

Figure 80 Kojak Roll NFIQ2 rounded quality score vs Innovatrics match score.
Figure 81 Guardian Slap NFIQ2 rounded quality score vs Innovatrics match score.

Figure 82 Guardian Roll NFIQ2 rounded quality score vs Innovatrics match score.
Figure 83 Gemalto NFIQ2 rounded quality score vs Innovatrics match score.

Figure 84 MorphoWave NFIQ2 rounded quality score vs Innovatrics match score.
Figure 85 S20 Sciometrics Stand NFIQ2 rounded quality score vs Innovatrics match score.

Figure 86 S20 Sciometrics Op NFIQ2 rounded quality score vs Innovatrics match score.
**Figure 87** S20 Veridium Stand NFIQ2 rounded quality score vs Innovatrics match score.

**Figure 88** S20 Veridium Op NFIQ2 rounded quality score vs Innovatrics match score.
Figure 89 S21 Sciometrics Stand NFIQ2 rounded quality score vs Innovatrics match score.

Figure 90 S21 Sciometrics Op NFIQ2 rounded quality score vs Innovatrics match score.
When compared to the Innovatrics matcher in Figure 80 through Figure 92, the quality scores show the expected outcome for all comparisons. As the quality score increases, so does
the match score. Each contact fingerprint set in Figure 80 through Figure 82 shows an ideal
distribution with the interquartile ranges increasing with the median quality score. The
contactless distributions in Figure 83 and Figure 84 are similar to the contact distributions, with
the Gemalto distribution median gradually increasing with the quality score while the
interquartile range increases, showing a rising but wider distribution of match scores for higher
quality scores. The Gemalto distribution also has a significant number of outliers in the middle of
the quality scores showing that the middle-quality fingerprints are matching better than expected.
While the MorphoWave distribution shows a similar gradual increase as quality scores increase,
there is also a large number of outliers within the lowest end of the quality scores showing a
divergence from the goal of having quality scores represent expected match accuracy since all of
the outliers matched exceptionally well when at the lowest quality. The cellphone distributions in
Figure 85 through Figure 92 show another exception, unlike the MorphoWave. Similar to the
Gemalto distribution, each cellphone distribution has many outliers in the upper half of the
quality scores.

In contrast, interquartile ranges remain low compared to the Gemalto distribution and
others. Many low match scores for higher qualities lead the distributions to remain low.
However, the large number of outliers signifies that genuine matches with a higher score match
much higher than expected when compared to other forms of fingerprints.
4.2.5.2 VeriFinger

**Figure 93** Kojak Roll NFIQ2 rounded quality score vs VeriFinger match score.

**Figure 94** Guardian Slap NFIQ2 rounded quality score vs VeriFinger match score.
Figure 95 Guardian Roll NFIQ2 rounded quality score vs VeriFinger match score.

Figure 96 Gemalto NFIQ2 rounded quality score vs VeriFinger match score.
Figure 97 MorphoWave NFIQ2 rounded quality score vs VeriFinger match score.

Figure 98 S20 Sciometrics Stand NFIQ2 rounded quality score vs VeriFinger match score.
Figure 99 S20 Sciometrics Op NFIQ2 rounded quality score vs VeriFinger match score.

Figure 100 S20 Veridium Stand NFIQ2 rounded quality score vs VeriFinger match score.
Figure 101 S20 Veridium Op NFIQ2 rounded quality score vs VeriFinger match score.

Figure 102 S21 Sciometrics Stand NFIQ2 rounded quality score vs VeriFinger match score.
Figure 103 S21 Sciometrics Op NFIQ2 rounded quality score vs VeriFinger match score.

Figure 104 S21 Veridium Stand NFIQ2 rounded quality score vs VeriFinger match score.
Comparing the VeriFinger results to the NFIQ2 rounded quality scores in the contact experiments in Figure 93 through Figure 95, the expected outcome is an increase in match performance as the quality score increases. Though VeriFinger uses a vast range for match scores that lead to an exponential scale between scores, with most scores performing in the lower range, many outliers appear due to the extreme margin for possible scores with all of the VeriFinger comparisons having a few outliers that have scores so high the rest of the scores are even further concentrated downward. The contactless comparisons in Figure 96, and Figure 97 both show an increase in the match score as the quality score increases. The median and interquartile gradually improve before rounding off at the top end of the quality scores. The Gemalto comparison has a jump in match performance at the 90-quality score bin. MorphoWave, on the other hand, has only a single score in the 80-quality bin and no scores in the 90-quality bin. The outliers in the Gemalto comparison are concentrated in the middle to the upper-quality range. At the same time, the MorphoWave has the majority of high match score outliers in the lower to middle-quality
range. In the cellphone comparisons shown in Figure 98 through Figure 105, the operational setting had a higher match score threshold than the stand set. When observed for the same device and setting, the Sciometrics application had a higher match score threshold than the Veridium comparisons. Most of the cellphone outliers for the Operational comparisons are in the upper range, and the Stand comparisons had most outliers in the middle range. Additionally, the Sciometrics comparisons generally had a gradual increase in median match score with a quality score that ended in a plateau at the highest quality. In contrast, the Veridium comparisons had a delayed increase in match scores. The lower and middle-quality scores had a low increase in the median match score before having a sharp increase in the upper-quality scores.

4.2.5.3 Bozorth3

![Figure 106 Kojak Roll NFIQ2 rounded quality score vs Bozorth3 match score.](image-url)
Figure 107 Guardian Slap NFIQ2 rounded quality score vs Bozorth3 match score.

Figure 108 Guardian Roll NFIQ2 rounded quality score vs Bozorth3 match score.
Figure 109 Gemalto NFIQ2 rounded quality score vs Bozorth3 match score.

Figure 110 MorphoWave NFIQ2 rounded quality score vs Bozorth3 match score.
**Figure 111** S20 Sciometrics Stand NFIQ2 rounded quality score vs Bozorth3 match score.

**Figure 112** S20 Sciometrics Op NFIQ2 rounded quality score vs Bozorth3 match score.
Figure 113 S20 Veridium Stand NFIQ2 rounded quality score vs Bozorth3 match score.

Figure 114 S20 Veridium Op NFIQ2 rounded quality score vs Bozorth3 match score.
Figure 115 S21 Sciometrics Stand NFIQ2 rounded quality score vs Bozorth3 match score.

Figure 116 S21 Sciometrics Op NFIQ2 rounded quality score vs Bozorth3 match score.
For the Bozorth3’s results for match score distribution by the quality score in Figure 106 through Figure 118, different patterns from the Innovatrics distributions are observed with the
contact distributions, including the baseline and contactless MorphoWave distribution in Figure 66 through Figure 70, showing the expected pattern seen in the Innovatrics distributions with the interquartile ranges and median scores increasing with the quality score. However, outliers are occurring in the middle-quality ranges, similar to what was seen in the Innovatrics cellphone distributions. The cellphone distributions for the Bozorth3 matcher shown in Figure 111 through Figure 118 have little to no correlation, which follows the performance of the Bozorth3 matcher since, for all cellphone experiments, the results were exceedingly poor. The Gemalto distribution fell between the cellphone distributions and contact distributions, showing little correlation between quality and score though the overall performance was better but still poor.

4.2.6 Melanin raw match score distribution

![Guardian Slap Melanin vs Match Score](image)

*Figure 119 Innovatrics match scores binned into melanin ranges for Guardian Slap (Baseline).*
Figure 120 Innovatrics match scores binned into melanin ranges for S20 Sciometrics Op.

Figure 121 Innovatrics match scores binned into melanin ranges for S20 Veridium Op.

Figure 119, Figure 120, and Figure 121 are examples of the Innovatrics match scores binned into melanin ranges without any additional analysis. Figure 119 is the baseline performance and
shows vast interquartile ranges and whiskers that span most of the score ranges for all melanin values. Limited analysis can be drawn from the baseline because of these wide margins. Figure 120, and Figure 121 show the results for the S20 Sciometrics Op and S20 Veridium Op experiments; both have restricted bin ranges concentrated to the lowest score values. Additionally, both distributions have an uncountable number of outliers in the second and third bins. For the remaining demographic analysis, the 99th percentile non-match scores will be used instead to show the differences between the highest-scoring non-matches for each experiment.

4.2.7 Skin Reflectance VS 99th Percentile Non-Mated Match Scores

4.2.7.1 Melanin Distributions

4.2.7.1.1 Innovatrics

![Graph showing Melanin Distributions](image-url)

*Figure 122 Innovatrics 99th non-match percentile binned into melanin ranges for Kojak Roll.*
Figure 123 Innovatrics 99th non-match percentile binned into melanin ranges for Guardian Slap (Baseline).

Figure 124 Innovatrics 99th non-match percentile binned into melanin ranges for Guardian Roll.
Figure 125 Innovatrics 99th non-match percentile binned into melanin ranges for Gemalto.

Figure 126 Innovatrics 99th non-match percentile binned into melanin ranges for MorphoWave.
Figure 127 Innovatrics 99th non-match percentile binned into melanin ranges for S20 Sciometrics Stand.

Figure 128 Innovatrics 99th non-match percentile binned into melanin ranges for S20 Sciometrics Op.
Figure 129 Innovatrics 99th non-match percentile binned into melanin ranges for S20 Veridium Stand.

Figure 130 Innovatrics 99th non-match percentile binned into melanin ranges for S20 Veridium Op.
Figure 131 Innovatrics 99th non-match percentile binned into melanin ranges for S21 Sciometrics Stand.

Figure 132 Innovatrics 99th non-match percentile binned into melanin ranges for S21 Sciometrics Op.
Figure 133 Innovatrics 99th non-match percentile binned into melanin ranges for S21 Veridium Stand.

Figure 134 Innovatrics 99th non-match percentile binned into melanin ranges for S21 Veridium Op.
For the melanin distributions using the 99th percentile non-match scores, a higher median or interquartile would show worse performance since more non-match scores would be counted as matches for higher thresholds. In Figure 122 through Figure 134, the Innovatrics melanin distributions are shown with the lowest melanin bin having a higher value. Additionally, middle-range melanin bins for all distributions tend to have a lower interquartile range or, in some cases, a lower median than the upper and lower bins. Specifically, in Figure 125, the lower bins in the Gemalto distribution have a higher interquartile range and median. As the melanin increases, the median and range drop until the fourth bin; the following bins have a slightly higher interquartile range and median or stay steady. The same trend is seen to the same or a lesser degree in the other Innovatrics melanin distributions.

4.2.7.1.2 VeriFinger

![Graph showing melanin distributions for VeriFinger 99th non-match percentile binned into melanin ranges for Kojak Roll.](image)

*Figure 135 VeriFinger 99th non-match percentile binned into melanin ranges for Kojak Roll.*
Figure 136 VeriFinger 99th non-match percentile binned into melanin ranges for Guardian Slap.

Figure 137 VeriFinger 99th non-match percentile binned into melanin ranges for Guardian Roll.
Figure 138 VeriFinger 99th non-match percentile binned into melanin ranges for Gemalto.

Figure 139 VeriFinger 99th non-match percentile binned into melanin ranges for MorphoWave.
Figure 140 VeriFinger 99th non-match percentile binned into melanin ranges for S20 Sciometrics Stand.

Figure 141 VeriFinger 99th non-match percentile binned into melanin ranges for S20 Sciometrics Op.
Figure 142 VeriFinger 99th non-match percentile binned into melanin ranges for S20 Veridium Stand.

Figure 143 VeriFinger 99th non-match percentile binned into melanin ranges for S20 Veridium Op.
Figure 144 VeriFinger 99th non-match percentile binned into melanin ranges for S21 Sciometrics Stand.

Figure 145 VeriFinger 99th non-match percentile binned into melanin ranges for S21 Sciometrics Op.
Figure 146 VeriFinger 99th non-match percentile binned into melanin ranges for S21 Veridium Stand.

Figure 147 VeriFinger 99th non-match percentile binned into melanin ranges for S21 Veridium Op.
The 99th percentile non-match Kojak Roll distribution (Figure 135) shows generally consistent non-match score median and interquartile values with a drop in the median non-match score in the middle melanin range and highest bin. The Guardian Roll distribution (Figure 137) had a steady median and interquartile non-match score with a dip in the center and highest bin, similar to the Kojak Roll. The Guardian Slap distribution (Figure 136) showed different behavior from the other contact distributions with wide interquartile ranges for most bins except for the first and fifth bins. The medians were also higher and lower with no pattern. The range for the values in the Guardian Slap distribution is the lowest of all Melanin distributions for the VeriFinger matcher. Both contactless distributions shown in Figure 138 and Figure 139 have a slight trend in performance, with lower melanin bins having a higher median non-match score than higher melanin bins. For the cellphone distributions in Figure 140 through Figure 147, there is little significant information showing all distributions stay steady across all bins or have slight changes in the median non-match score value in a few bins with no trends other than the highest melanin bin usually having the lowest median non-match score. In contrast, the lowest melanin bin will have the highest median non-match score.
4.2.7.1.3 Bozorth3

Figure 148 Bozorth3 99th non-match percentile binned into melanin ranges for Kojak Roll.

Figure 149 Bozorth3 99th non-match percentile binned into melanin ranges for Guardian Slap (Baseline).
Figure 150 Bozorth3 99th non-match percentile binned into melanin ranges for Guardian Roll.

Figure 151 Bozorth3 99th non-match percentile binned into melanin ranges for Gemalto.
Figure 152 Bozorth3 99th non-match percentile binned into melanin ranges for MorphoWave.

Figure 153 Bozorth3 99th non-match percentile binned into melanin ranges for S20 Sciometrics Stand.
Figure 154 Bozorth3 99th non-match percentile binned into melanin ranges for S20 Sciometrics Op.

Figure 155 Bozorth3 99th non-match percentile binned into melanin ranges for S20 Veridium Stand.
Figure 156 Bozorth3 99th non-match percentile binned into melanin ranges for S20 Veridium Op.

Figure 157 Bozorth3 99th non-match percentile binned into melanin ranges for S21 Sciometrics Stand.
**Figure 158** Bozorth3 99th non-match percentile binned into melanin ranges for S21 Sciometrics Op.

**Figure 159** Bozorth3 99th non-match percentile binned into melanin ranges for S21 Veridium Stand.
The Bozorth3 melanin distributions using the 99th percentile non-match scores shown in Figure 148 through Figure 160 are similar to the Innovatrics melanin distributions. Though the distributions showing the exception are correlated towards the Stand setting since the S20 Sciometrics Stand, S20 Veridium Stand, and S21 Sciometrics Stand distributions all show the increased bin, though other cellphone operational distributions show a higher than average bin.
4.2.7.2 Erythema Distributions

4.2.7.2.1 Innovatrics

*Figure 161 Innovatrics 99th non-match percentile binned into erythema ranges for Kojak Roll.*
Figure 162 Innovatrics 99th non-match percentile binned into erythema ranges for Guardian Slap (Baseline).

Figure 163 Innovatrics 99th non-match percentile binned into erythema ranges for Guardian Roll.
Figure 164 Innovatrics 99th non-match percentile binned into erythema ranges for Gemalto.

Figure 165 Innovatrics 99th non-match percentile binned into erythema ranges for MorphoWave.
Figure 166 Innovatrics 99th non-match percentile binned into erythema ranges for S20 Sciometrics Stand.

Figure 167 Innovatrics 99th non-match percentile binned into erythema ranges for S20 Sciometrics Op.
Figure 168 Innovatrics 99th non-match percentile binned into erythema ranges for S20 Veridium Stand.

Figure 169 Innovatrics 99th non-match percentile binned into erythema ranges for S20 Veridium Op.
Figure 170 Innovatrics 99th non-match percentile binned into erythema ranges for S21 Sciometrics Stand.

Figure 171 Innovatrics 99th non-match percentile binned into erythema ranges for S21 Sciometrics Op.
Figure 172 Innovatrics 99th non-match percentile binned into erythema ranges for S21 Veridium Stand.

Figure 173 Innovatrics 99th non-match percentile binned into erythema ranges for S21 Veridium Op.
For Figure 161 through Figure 173, the erythema distributions using the 99th percentile non-match scores for the Innovatrics matches show a gradual downward trend from the lowest erythema bin to the highest. Similar to the previous pattern in the melanin distribution, all distributions show the pattern, though the downward trend is more consistent with the erythema distributions. In the Guardian slap distribution in Figure 162, the first bin has a lower interquartile range and median value, though moving to the second erythema bin, the interquartile range and median increase. Every few bins after the second then has a decrease in both the interquartile range and median value, with the highest erythema bin being the lowest interquartile range and the median value.

4.2.7.2.2 VeriFinger

![VeriFinger 99th non-match percentile binned into erythema ranges for Kojak Roll.](image)

*Figure 174 VeriFinger 99th non-match percentile binned into erythema ranges for Kojak Roll.*
Figure 175 VeriFinger 99th non-match percentile binned into erythema ranges for Guardian Slap.

Figure 176 VeriFinger 99th non-match percentile binned into erythema ranges for Guardian Roll.
Figure 177 VeriFinger 99th non-match percentile binned into erythema ranges for Gemalto.

Figure 178 VeriFinger 99th non-match percentile binned into erythema ranges for MorphoWave.
Figure 179 VeriFinger 99th non-match percentile binned into erythema ranges for S20 Sciometrics Stand.

Figure 180 VeriFinger 99th non-match percentile binned into erythema ranges for S20 Sciometrics Op.
Figure 181 VeriFinger 99th non-match percentile binned into erythema ranges for S20 Veridium Stand.

Figure 182 VeriFinger 99th non-match percentile binned into erythema ranges for S20 Veridium Op.
Figure 183 VeriFinger 99th non-match percentile binned into erythema ranges for S21 Sciometrics Stand.

Figure 184 VeriFinger 99th non-match percentile binned into erythema ranges for S21 Sciometrics Op.
Figure 185 VeriFinger 99th non-match percentile binned into erythema ranges for S21 Veridium Stand.

Figure 186 VeriFinger 99th non-match percentile binned into erythema ranges for S21 Veridium Op.
In the 99th percentile, non-match VeriFinger erythema distributions, both the Kojak Roll (Figure 174) and Guardian Slap (Figure 175) show varied median non-match scores for all ranges though generally even interquartile ranges. The Guardian Slap distribution’s second bin appears differently, with a concise interquartile range and many outliers. The Guardian Roll, Gemalto, and MorphoWave distributions in Figure 176, Figure 177, and Figure 178 show a downward trend of the median non-match score as erythema increases. Though the interquartile ranges only trend downward for Gemalto and MorphoWave, the interquartile ranges remain similar for the Guardian Roll. In Figure 179 through Figure 186, the Sciometrics distributions show a downward trend in the median non-match score as erythema increases. The Veridium distributions show no trend or relatively similar results across all bins. However, the highest two bins have a lower median non-match score for each distribution except the S20 Veridium Stand.

4.2.7.2.3 Bozorth3

![Kojak Roll Erythema Non-Match 99th Percentile](image)

*Figure 187 Bozorth3 99th non-match percentile binned into erythema ranges for Kojak Roll.*
Figure 188 Bozorth3 99th non-match percentile binned into erythema ranges for Guardian Slap (Baseline).

Figure 189 Bozorth3 99th non-match percentile binned into erythema ranges for Guardian Roll.
Figure 190 Bozorth3 99th non-match percentile binned into erythema ranges for Gemalto.

Figure 191 Bozorth3 99th non-match percentile binned into erythema ranges for MorphoWave.
Figure 192 Bozorth3 99th non-match percentile binned into erythema ranges for S20 Sciometrics Stand.

Figure 193 Bozorth3 99th non-match percentile binned into erythema ranges for S20 Sciometrics Op.
Figure 194 Bozorth3 99th non-match percentile binned into erythema ranges for S20 Veridium Stand.

Figure 195 Bozorth3 99th non-match percentile binned into erythema ranges for S20 Veridium Op.
Figure 196 Bozorth3 99th non-match percentile binned into erythema ranges for S21 Sciometrics Stand.

Figure 197 Bozorth3 99th non-match percentile binned into erythema ranges for S21 Sciometrics Op.
Figure 198 Bozorth3 99th non-match percentile binned into erythema ranges for S21 Veridium Stand.

Figure 199 Bozorth3 99th non-match percentile binned into erythema ranges for S21 Veridium Op.
Similar to the Bozorth3 melanin distributions using the 99th percentile non-match scores results, the Bozorth3 erythema results shown in Figure 187 through Figure 199 show trends easily perceivable across all distributions, unlike both the Innovatrics melanin and erythema distributions. The Veridium erythema distributions show a trend for the highest erythema bin to have a lower interquartile range and median. The Sciometrics, contact, and contactless distributions otherwise show no trends and stay relatively steady, except for some distributions having a deviating bin that could range higher or lower.

4.2.7.3 Lightness Spectrum Distributions

4.2.7.3.1 Innovatrics

![Kojak Roll L from CIELab Non-Match 99th Percentile](image)

*Figure 200 Innovatrics 99th non-match percentile binned lightness ranges Kojak Roll.*
Figure 201 Innovatrics 99th non-match percentile binned lightness ranges Guardian Slap (Baseline).

Figure 202 Innovatrics 99th non-match percentile binned lightness ranges Guardian Roll.
Figure 203 Innovatrics 99th non-match percentile binned lightness ranges Gemalto.

Figure 204 Innovatrics 99th non-match percentile binned lightness ranges MorphoWave.
Figure 205 Innovatrics 99th non-match percentile binned lightness ranges S20 Sciometrics Stand.

Figure 206 Innovatrics 99th non-match percentile binned lightness ranges S20 Sciometrics Op.
Figure 207 Innovatrics 99th non-match percentile binned lightness ranges S20 Veridium Stand.

Figure 208 Innovatrics 99th non-match percentile binned lightness ranges S20 Veridium Op.
**Figure 209** Innovatrics 99th non-match percentile binned lightness ranges S21 Sciometrics Stand.

**Figure 210** Innovatrics 99th non-match percentile binned lightness ranges S21 Sciometrics Op.
**Figure 211** Innovatrics 99th non-match percentile binned lightness ranges S21 Veridium Stand.

**Figure 212** Innovatrics 99th non-match percentile binned lightness ranges S21 Veridium Op.

For Figure 200 through Figure 212, the Innovatrics 99th percentile non-match results are compared to the lightness ranges. All graphs show an upward trend in the median, interquartile
range, and whiskers. The upward trend shows that lighter skin values perform slightly worse than darker ones since the non-match score ranges are increasing. No individual trends are seen in any experiment.

4.2.7.3.2 VeriFinger

*Figure 213 VeriFinger 99th non-match percentile binned lightness ranges Kojak Roll.*
Figure 214 VeriFinger 99th non-match percentile binned lightness ranges Guardian Slap.

Figure 215 VeriFinger 99th non-match percentile binned lightness ranges Guardian Roll.
**Figure 216** VeriFinger 99th non-match percentile binned lightness ranges Gemalto.

**Figure 217** VeriFinger 99th non-match percentile binned lightness ranges MorphoWave.
Figure 218 VeriFinger 99th non-match percentile binned lightness ranges S20 Sciometrics Stand.

Figure 219 VeriFinger 99th non-match percentile binned lightness ranges S20 Sciometrics Op.
Figure 220 VeriFinger 99th non-match percentile binned lightness ranges S20 Veridium Stand.

Figure 221 VeriFinger 99th non-match percentile binned lightness ranges S20 Veridium Op.
Figure 222 VeriFinger 99th non-match percentile binned lightness ranges S21 Sciometrics Stand.

Figure 223 VeriFinger 99th non-match percentile binned lightness ranges S21 Sciometrics Op.
The 99th percentile non-match contact distributions in Figure 213 through Figure 215 all have steady interquartile ranges. However, the Kojak Roll and Guardian Slap distribution have a
first and third bin with a deviated median non-match score. The Guardian Roll distribution median non-match scores vary though they do not trend in any direction. The Gemalto and MorphoWave distributions (Figure 216 and Figure 217) have an upward trend for their interquartile ranges and median non-match scores. None of the cellphone distributions in Figure 218 through Figure 225 showed consistent trends outside some bins having seemingly random deviations. Otherwise, all median values and interquartile ranges remained steady.

4.2.7.4 Red-Green Spectrum a* measurement Distributions

4.2.7.4.1 Innovatrics

![Figure 226 Innovatrics 99th non-match percentile binned red-green ranges Kojak Roll.](image)
Figure 227 Innovatrics 99th non-match percentile binned red-green ranges Guardian Slap (Baseline).

Figure 228 Innovatrics 99th non-match percentile binned red-green ranges Guardian Roll.
Figure 229 Innovatrics 99th non-match percentile binned red-green ranges Gemalto.

Figure 230 Innovatrics 99th non-match percentile binned red-green ranges MorphoWave.
Figure 231 Innovatrics 99th non-match percentile binned red-green ranges S20 Sciometrics Stand.

Figure 232 Innovatrics 99th non-match percentile binned red-green ranges S20 Sciometrics Op.
Figure 233 Innovatrics 99th non-match percentile binned red-green ranges S20 Veridium Stand.

Figure 234 Innovatrics 99th non-match percentile binned red-green ranges S20 Veridium Op.
Figure 235 Innovatrics 99th non-match percentile binned red-green ranges S21 Sciometrics Stand.

Figure 236 Innovatrics 99th non-match percentile binned red-green ranges S21 Sciometrics Op.
Figure 237 Innovatrics 99th non-match percentile binned red-green ranges S21 Veridium Stand.

Figure 238 Innovatrics 99th non-match percentile binned red-green ranges S21 Veridium Op.

In Figure 226 through Figure 238, the Innovatrics 99th percentile non-match results are compared to the red-green spectrum ranges. A downward trend is seen in all experiments, similar to the
erythema experiments. The median and interquartile values reflect the trend, while the whiskers vary but generally also follow the downward trend. No other anomalies are visible for any individual experiments.

4.2.7.4.2 VeriFinger

![Figure 239 VeriFinger 99th non-match percentile binned red-green ranges Kojak Roll.](image)
Figure 240 VeriFinger 99th non-match percentile binned red-green ranges Guardian Slap.

Figure 241 VeriFinger 99th non-match percentile binned red-green ranges Guardian Roll.
Figure 242 VeriFinger 99th non-match percentile binned red-green ranges Gemalto.

Figure 243 VeriFinger 99th non-match percentile binned red-green ranges MorphoWave.
Figure 244 VeriFinger 99th non-match percentile binned red-green ranges S20 Sciometrics Stand.

Figure 245 VeriFinger 99th non-match percentile binned red-green ranges S20 Sciometrics Op.
Figure 246 VeriFinger 99th non-match percentile binned red-green ranges S20 Veridium Stand.

Figure 247 VeriFinger 99th non-match percentile binned red-green ranges S20 Veridium Op.
Figure 248 VeriFinger 99th non-match percentile binned red-green ranges S21 Sciometrics Stand.

Figure 249 VeriFinger 99th non-match percentile binned red-green ranges S21 Sciometrics Op.
Figure 250 VeriFinger 99th non-match percentile binned red-green ranges S21 Veridium Stand.

Figure 251 VeriFinger 99th non-match percentile binned red-green ranges S21 Veridium Op.

For the VeriFinger 99th percentile non-match red-green distributions, the Kojak Roll and Guardian Slap distributions (Figure 239 and Figure 240) both show a drop in median non-match
score in the upper red value bins with little to no change in the interquartile ranges except for the highest bin in the Guardian Slap distribution having a significant drop in the interquartile range. The Guardian Roll and contactless distributions (Figure 241 through Figure 243) and the Sciometrics distributions (Figure 244, Figure 245, Figure 248, and Figure 249) all show a trend of a decreased median non-match score and interquartile range as the red values increase. While the Veridium distributions (Figure 246, Figure 247, Figure 250, and Figure 251) show only slight deviations with no trend other than the highest bin for the S21 Veridium distributions having the lowest median non-match score. Figure 241

4.2.7.5 Blue-Yellow Spectrum b* measurement Distributions

4.2.7.5.1 Innovatrics

*Figure 252 Innovatrics 99th non-match percentile binned blue-yellow ranges Kojak Roll.*
**Figure 253** Innovatrics 99th non-match percentile binned blue-yellow ranges Guardian Slap (Baseline).

**Figure 254** Innovatrics 99th non-match percentile binned blue-yellow ranges Guardian Roll
Figure 255 Innovatrics 99th non-match percentile binned blue-yellow ranges Gemalto.

Figure 256 Innovatrics 99th non-match percentile binned blue-yellow ranges MorphoWave.
Figure 257 Innovatrics 99th non-match percentile binned blue-yellow ranges S20 Sciometrics Stand.

Figure 258 Innovatrics 99th non-match percentile binned blue-yellow ranges S20 Sciometrics Op.
Figure 259 Innovatrics 99th non-match percentile binned blue-yellow ranges S20 Veridium Stand.

Figure 260 Innovatrics 99th non-match percentile binned blue-yellow ranges S20 Veridium Op.
Figure 261 Innovatrics 99th non-match percentile binned blue-yellow ranges S21 Sciometrics Stand.

Figure 262 Innovatrics 99th non-match percentile binned blue-yellow ranges S21 Sciometrics Op.
Figure 263 Innovatrics 99th non-match percentile binned blue-yellow ranges S21 Veridium Stand.

Figure 264 Innovatrics 99th non-match percentile binned blue-yellow ranges S21 Veridium Op.
Figure 252 through Figure 264 compare the Innovatrics 99th percentile non-match results to the blue-yellow spectrum ranges. The only notable information from the graphs is that the lowest and highest bin performed the worst for all experiments. The median value is always higher than the center three bin ranges. The second and third bins have the same median and interquartile range for all experiments, with the S21 Sciometrics Op in Figure 262 having the only exception. The fourth bin for each experiment is either the same as the second and third or is slightly lower. There is no trend in what experiments have a lower fourth bin, with occurrences appearing in the contact, contactless, and cell phone experiments.

4.2.7.5.2 VeriFinger

![Figure 265 VeriFinger 99th non-match percentile binned blue-yellow ranges Kojak Roll.](image)
Figure 266 VeriFinger 99th non-match percentile binned blue-yellow ranges Guardian Slap.

Figure 267 VeriFinger 99th non-match percentile binned blue-yellow ranges Guardian Roll.
Figure 268 VeriFinger 99th non-match percentile binned blue-yellow ranges Gemalto.

Figure 269 VeriFinger 99th non-match percentile binned blue-yellow ranges MorphoWave.
Figure 270 VeriFinger 99th non-match percentile binned blue-yellow ranges S20 Sciometrics Stand.

Figure 271 VeriFinger 99th non-match percentile binned blue-yellow ranges S20 Sciometrics Op.
Figure 272 VeriFinger 99th non-match percentile binned blue-yellow ranges S20 Veridium Stand.

Figure 273 VeriFinger 99th non-match percentile binned blue-yellow ranges S20 Veridium Op.
Figure 274 VeriFinger 99th non-match percentile binned blue-yellow ranges S21 Sciometrics Stand.

Figure 275 VeriFinger 99th non-match percentile binned blue-yellow ranges S21 Sciometrics Op.
Figure 276 VeriFinger 99th non-match percentile binned blue-yellow ranges S21 Veridium Stand.

Figure 277 VeriFinger 99th non-match percentile binned blue-yellow ranges S21 Veridium Op.
In the 99\textsuperscript{th} percentile non-match blue-yellow contact distributions, only the Guardian Slap distribution in Figure 266 has a bin that significantly deviates. The highest bin has a lower median non-match score though all the interquartile ranges are similar. The Kojak Roll (Figure 265) and Guardian Roll (Figure 267) have no significant distribution deviations or trends. The Gemalto distribution in Figure 268 has a slightly higher median and interquartile range for the lowest bin. The MorphoWave distribution in Figure 269 has a higher median and interquartile range for the lowest and highest bin, with the same seen in each Sciometrics distribution in Figure 270, Figure 271, Figure 274, and Figure 275. The S20 Veridium Stand distribution (Figure 272) has a lower median for the third and fourth bins with a higher interquartile range in the fifth bin. The rest of the Veridium distributions shown in Figure 273, Figure 276, and Figure 277 all have a higher median non-match score in the highest bin.
Chapter 5: Summary and Conclusion

5.1 Contact Fingerprints

This thesis explored the current interoperability and viability of advancing contactless fingerprint capture devices and cellphone fingerprint capture applications. The evaluation of the overall interoperability was performed on three separate fingerprint matchers. For the contact experiments, aside from the baseline performing the best for all three matchers, the Crossmatch Guardian Roll experiment for Innovatrics performed almost as well as the baseline Crossmatch Guardian Slap vs. Kojak Slap with an AUC of 0.99373, which is less than a thousandth lower than the baseline at an AUC value of 0.99398. The Kojak Roll experiment always performed the worst of the contact experiments across all three matchers for both AUC and EER. The Crossmatch Guardian Roll experiment performed second of the three, with the margin of difference becoming wider in the VeriFinger Matching experiment and even wider in the Bozorth3 experiment. The interoperability between the Kojak Roll and Slap fingerprints is lower than that of the Crossmatch Guardian. Additionally, the quality score distributions, when compared to the match score, followed the expected trend for all contact fingerprint sets; as the quality score increase, so does the median match score.

5.2 Contactless Fingerprints

The contactless fingerprint sets had two very different behaviors. The MorphoWave performed very well with an AUC of 0.99337 for the Innovatrics matcher and 0.97872 for the VeriFinger matcher, respectively, and even had the highest AUC of all Bozorth3 matching experiments at 0.91062. The MorphoWave uses structured light for fingerprint acquisition, and at
least in this model of the morpho, there is high interoperability between the MorphoWave and the contact gallery. When the Morpho images were processed through the NFIQ2 software, many images were given very low-quality scores that were outliers in the Genuine match comparison showing that the NFIQ2 software assigned very low scores to fingerprints that otherwise matched very well. On the contrary, the Cogent Gemalto had a much lower performance than the MorphoWave, though it was fourth overall for AUC values with a high of 0.97004 for Innovatrics and a low of 0.83604 for Bozorth3. Only VeriFinger had the Gemalto in fifth place behind the S21 Sciometrics Operational setting by less than a thousandth AUC though the EER for the Gemalto was better by a slim margin. When looking at the quality score distribution for the Gemalto, the expected gradual increase of match scores with the quality score is apparent, though there are many outliers towards the center of the distribution, signaling that the NFIQ2 software is assigning suppressed scores that follow the expected trend but are lower than the contact fingerprints.

5.3 Cellphone Fingerprints

The performance of each of the cellphone applications follows a distinct pattern for the Innovatrics and VeriFinger results. The S21 model performs better than the equivalent matches on the S20. The operational setting always performed better than the controlled setting when the expected behavior suggests the stand or controlled setting would have better quality images and better performance. The NFIQ2 quality score distribution shows the same trend, with operational quality scores having a higher frequency of higher-quality images. Lastly, the Sciometrics phone application consistently outperformed the Veridium application for both AUC and EER, with some Veridium AUC values dropping into the 0.8 range. The Stand setting imposed the most significant performance impact on the Veridium application, with the lowest drop and AUC
being more than 0.06 for the S20 Innovatrics experiments. The most significant drop was 0.16 in the S20 VeriFinger experiment. The Bozorth3 results for the cellphone matching could have been better, with results only marginally better than a coin flip. When observing the quality vs. match score distribution, each cellphone fingerprint set follows the same pattern as the Gemalto quality vs. match score distribution for the Innovatrics results. However, the pattern is more compressed across the different distributions showing that the NFIQ2 software underscores the cellphone fingerprints even more than the Gemalto fingerprints. The Bozorth3 results are mostly noise, with little helpful information when observing the cellphone experiments. However, the Bozorth3 matcher is the oldest of the three software and does not see active development, unlike the Innovatrics and VeriFinger software which has continued development. The Bozorth3 software was not designed to be used with cellphone fingerprints, so the low performance is within expectation.

5.4 Melanin Analysis

For the Innovatrics experiments, the melanin distributions for all fingerprint sets had a similar pattern with no individual set showing any deviations, which could represent a bias existing in that bin's range. Instead, as discussed in the results, the lowest melanin bin tended to have a higher median non-match score. The lower edge of the melanin range contains the least number of samples, so the deviation is probably from the smaller sampling not showing an accurate representation of what the bin should be. Though the melanin bin for the range 34-39.99 consistently trended lower, the adjacent bin on either side had a similar median or higher non-match score. These center bins contain the largest number of samples so that the lower value could be a characteristic of the demographics of the dataset, or when the matchers were being designed and tested, these melanin ranges were oversampled and therefore showed a dip in the
non-match score for this specific range rather than a general trend in the ability for the Innovatrics matcher to matcher better or worse based on melanin.

In the VeriFinger melanin distributions, no consistent trend was seen across all experiments. Instead, the Guardian Slap distribution had bins that appeared significantly different from the other bins. The first and fifth bins had tiny interquartile ranges compared to the other bins, and the fifth bin is the only bin with an outlier to appear lower than the median. The VeriFinger software, when enrolling, will reject certain fingerprints that do not meet unknown criteria. The rejected prints could be concentrated in the two bins affected by the distribution leading to fewer samples for the two bins. The same is seen in the second bin of the Guardian Slap’s erythema distribution. The only other trends seen in the VeriFinger melanin distributions were the Gemalto and MorphoWave having a slight trend with lower melanin bins having a higher median non-match score than higher melanin bins suggesting a specific issue with only the contactless fingerprint sets.

5.5 Lightness Analysis

While lightness could be compared to melanin with higher light values comparable to pale skin and low light values to darker melanin-rich skin, the light distribution showed a different trend to the melanin results for the Innovatrics distributions, with an apparent increase in the median non-match score as the lightness of the skin increased. The only exception was the lowest light value bin, always having a higher or equal median value to the second lowest bin. Otherwise, for all graphs, an upward movement for both the interquartile range and median occurred, showing an issue with the matcher having a bias against higher lightness values. Only the contactless
VeriFinger distributions had any trends for lightness. The Gemalto and MorphoWave distributions slightly increased the median non-match score as the lightness of the skin increased.

5.6 Erythema and Red-Green Spectrum Analysis

For the Innovatrics erythema and red-green spectrum distributions, a trend towards a gradual decrease in the non-match score as erythema and red increased was present in all fingerprint sets except for the Gemalto fingerprint set. The trend is always very slight and is primarily seen in the median, while the interquartile adjusts differently. An explanation for the occurrence could be an under-sampling similar to melanin, where the dataset does not have enough low erythema and red samples since most erythema and red samples are above ten. In contrast, only a few Caucasians have any erythema samples below 7.74. with the same seen for the red-green spectrum, with only Caucasians having the lowest value at 6.55. Most self-reported ethnicities have erythema and red-green spectrum samples in the upper two bins. Only Pacific Islanders and Native Americans did not have high erythema samples available. The same is seen for red values, though with the inclusion of Indians, with the highest red value being 18.26.

For VeriFinger Distributions, trends are seen in the contact, contactless, and Sciometrics distributions. The same trend occurs in both the erythema and red value. Showing a decrease in the median as the erythema or red values increases, though not seeing any trends in the Veridium distributions similar to the Sciometrics distributions, does raise a question about the differences between the two applications do not show the same trends. Even the contact distributions showed better performance for higher erythema and red value. However, the slight trends occur mainly in the median value and not the interquartile range. A possible explanation could be the lower performance for the Veridium experiments masking trends due to noisy results similar to the
Bozorth3 erythema distributions showing no trends. The contact distributions show a decrease in the median as the erythema or red values increase. However, there is little change to the interquartile range suggesting the distribution of the non-match scores has not changed.

5.7 Blue-Yellow Spectrum Analysis

The blue-yellow spectrum results through all of the Innovatrics graphs and the Contactless and Sciometrics VeriFinger graphs showed the highest and lowest value bins with higher median values than the center three bins VeriFinger Veridium graphs showed the highest bin with a higher median value. For all the graphs, the center three bins all performed about the same, with only the fourth bin with a value range of 15-17.99 performing lower for some experiments with no visible pattern of occurrence. The demographic range for the blue value spectrum was heavily concentrated towards the center range of the graph. The lowest value seen was in Caucasians, with a value of 1.62, while the second lowest ethnicity jumps to 8.61 for Middle Eastern. The highest bin is closely tied between Caucasian and Middle Eastern, with the values 20.92 and 21.03, respectively. However, the next highest ethnicity was Indian, with a value of 17.28. Based on the behavior of the center three bins and that both ends are likely underrepresented, leading to lower performance, there is most likely no bias occurring that can be seen in the blue-yellow spectrum.

5.8 Bozorth3

The Bozorth3 demographic distributions showed inconsistent trends for melanin, with even the different Crossmatch Guardian fingerprint sets having different distributions even though they use the same optical sensor. With the poor performance for each cellphone experiment, the distributions appear only noisy, with only the high and low bins showing any consistent
deviation. Some of the erythema distributions show a gradual decrease in non-match score as erythema increases, as seen in the Kojak Roll distribution, though otherwise, the distributions are steady and show no deviations other than what could be reasoned as noise from the poor match performance, especially when viewing the cellphone distributions.

5.9 Concluding Thoughts

Based on the results, the general performance of contactless fingerprints shows very high interoperability for the MorphoWave. In the case of the Cogent Gemalto, the performance is close but lower than the contact fingerprint experiments. The interoperability of cellphone fingerprint applications has room for improvement, with minor improvements in camera quality between the S20 and S21 having noticeable match performance improvements for lower-performing matching experiments. However, the higher-performing matching experiments had slight improvement. Most of the interoperability improvement is based on the fingerprint ridge extraction performed by the application and any other finger quality assurance systems in place.

The demographic analysis showed no trend toward higher or lower melanin being favored. Only the middle melanin range showed better results for the Innovatrics experiments, suggesting a possible bias for specific melanin ranges. Though the lightness distributions showed otherwise, with a gradual decrease in performance as the light value increased, the matcher is most likely having issues detecting minutia points on increasingly light fingerprints. The VeriFinger showed no evidence of bias across the different fingerprint sets. The Guardian and Kojak Roll fingerprint distributions did show varying median non-match scores for melanin. However, the discrepancy is most likely a scaling issue with the data since the Guardian and Kojak Roll distributions have a slight variance in the interquartile range. The Guardian Slap distribution had two bins with a
drastically different appearances. The lowest melanin bin and the fifth bin had drastically different interquartile ranges. However, the median was similar, if only a bit higher than expected, and the same is seen in the second bin in the erythema distribution. As discussed earlier in the melanin analysis, the VeriFinger software will fail to enroll fingerprints that do not meet specific criteria. The software could be disproportionately disqualifying fingerprints of these specific melanin ranges. Only the baseline shows the discrepancy because the performance was the best overall with an AUC of 0.98525 vs. the next highest AUC being the Guardian Roll with 0.97987. So while VeriFinger’s matching system does not show any bias, there could be issues with the enrolling system removing specific demographic ranges for melanin and erythema.

The Innovatrics and most of the VeriFinger distributions for erythema and red-green spectrum showed a gradual trend of better performance as they increased. However, most samples are in the middle to upper range, making an existing bias possible but less likely than the melanin bias. The VeriFinger Veridium distributions showed no trends for erythema and red-green spectrum. However, that could be due to the low performance since the Bozorth3 distributions showed little to no trends for melanin and erythema. The results for all Bozorth3 experiments were abysmally low, nullifying the purpose of observing the 99th percentile non-match scores. The blue-green results show no evidence of bias for both Innovatrics and VeriFinger since the center three bins were consistent for all graphs, even when the edges of the range showed slightly worse performance.
5.10 Future Work

Additional efforts into scrutinizing different fingerprinting technology must always be made with both continued usage and the introduction of new technologies. Exhaustive analysis of each different fingerprint set matched against each other fingerprint set to show the interoperability loss between contact and each technology rather than only the interoperability between contact fingerprints and other types to show potential tradeoffs in match performance. For example, if a matching experiment were conducted using the MorphoWave as the gallery and the Cogent Gemalto as the probes, the change in match performance between the Kojak Slap as the gallery and MorphoWave would show the opportunity cost of maintaining legacy contact fingerprint databases. Additionally, demographic analyses that were not covered in the thesis could be made, such as fused analysis of multiple skin reflectance measures or a gray level analysis comparing match performance to the amount of gray in a fingerprint. A higher quantity of gray could obscure ridges when the fingerprint is binarized for matching. The impact of finger size on match performance could also be looked into, and the correlation between finger size and gender could be explored. While reviewing different available demographics, some trends were visible in performance correlated with gender, so an additional review to see if specifically finger size could be affecting performance at all or if other factors could be at play.
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